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(ABSTRACT) 
 
 
License plate recognition/identification (LPR/I) applies image processing and character 
recognition technology to identify vehicles by automatically reading their license plates. 
In the United States, however, each state has its own standard-issue plates, plus several 
optional styles, which are referred to as special license plates or varieties. There is a clear 
absence of standardization and multi-colored, complex backgrounds are becoming more 
frequent in license plates. Commercially available optical character recognition (OCR) 
systems generally fail when confronted with textured or poorly contrasted backgrounds, 
therefore creating the need for proper image segmentation prior to classification. The 
image segmentation problem in LPR is examined in two stages: license plate region 
detection and license plate character extraction from background. Three different 
approaches for license plate detection in a scene are presented: region distance from 
eigenspace, border location by edge detection and the Hough transform, and text 
detection by spectral analysis. The experiments for character segmentation involve the 
RGB, HSV/HSI and 1976 CIE L*a*b* color spaces as well as their Karhunen-Loéve 
transforms. The segmentation techniques applied include multivariate hierarchical 
agglomerative clustering and minimum-variance color quantization. The trade-off 
between accuracy and computational expense is used to select a final reliable algorithm 
for license plate detection and character segmentation. The spectral analysis approach 
together with the K-L L*a*b* transformed color quantization are found experimentally as 
the best alternatives for the two identified image segmentation stages for US license plate 
recognition.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Introduction to License Plate Recognition/Identification 
 
License plate recognition/identification (LPR/I) applies image processing and character 
recognition technology to identify vehicles by automatically reading their license plates. 
Current Automatic Vehicle Identification (AVI) systems may employ laser bar-coded 
adhesive labels, smart cards, transponders, active and passive radio-frequency 
identification tags and license plate recognition [Nelson, 2003]. Automated license plate 
reading is a particularly useful and practical approach because, apart from the existing 
and legally required license plate, it assumes no additional means of vehicle identity. 
Typical applications of LPR include private parking lot management, traffic monitoring, 
automatic traffic ticket issuing, automatic toll payment, surveillance, and security 
enforcement. Furthermore, when the data gathered by an LPR system is stored and 
organized in a database, more complex information-driven tasks may be achieved, such 
as vehicle travel time calculations, marketing analysis, and border control.  
 
Different standards for license plates are found all over the world, and variations within 
each country are usually limited, like in most European nations. Fig. 1.1 shows sample 
plates from Germany, France, Austria and Malta. These license plates are characterized 
by high contrast between the characters and the uniform backgrounds. In the United 
States, however, each state has its own standard-issue plates, plus several elective styles, 
which are referred to as special license plates or varieties. The state of Virginia alone has 
over 180 special license plates [VADMV, 2004]. Fig. 1.2 shows sample variety plates 
from Illinois, Wyoming, Florida and Minnesota. There is a clear absence of standards, 
and license plates may be made of different materials, composition and reflectivity, and 
may contain scenic backgrounds and a variety of colors. Character font, syntax, size, 
spacing and placement give rise to even more variability. Moreover, the place of origin, 
which is also referred to as jurisdiction, may or may not be present, in the foreground or 
blended with the background of the plate. Such diversity, while attractive to vehicle  
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owners, introduces a higher dimension of complexity in achieving automatic reading of 
license plates.  
 
 
Fig. 1.1. Sample European license plates from [Kustermann, 2004] 
 
          
Fig. 1.2. Sample United States license plates from [E-OTEK, 2004] 
 
1.2 Introduction to Image Segmentation 
 
Image segmentation may be defined as the partitioning of an image into regions or 
objects that have coherent characteristics (e.g., color and texture) and are meaningful for 
the application at hand. Currently there is no comprehensive theory of segmentation 
[Forsyth & Ponce, 2003] and the usual approach consists of making use of a priori 
knowledge and ad-hoc procedures for each application. Known strategies include 
segmentation by fitting a model, segmentation by clustering, detection of boundaries, and 
region growing. 
 
Autonomous segmentation has been categorized as one of the most difficult tasks in 
digital image processing [Gonzalez & Woods, 2001]. Unfortunately, the success or 
failure of the recognition modules in any application is extremely dependent on the 
accuracy and reliability of the previous image segmentation process. Moreover, images 
are usually very complex, and even in the simplest case pure intensity arrays often do not 
contain enough information to carry out successful segmentation tasks [Marr, 1982,  
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p.270]. It is therefore necessary to search for a set of relevant features that will aid in 
determining discontinuities or similarities amongst regions. The number of features 
selected will affect the dimensionality of the problem, which may imply higher algorithm 
complexity and greater computational expense.  
 
1.3 Problem Definition 
 
The main focus in this research is to experiment deeply with, and find alternative 
solutions to the image segmentation problems within the License Plate Recognition 
framework. Two main image segmentation stages are identified in such applications. 
First, it is necessary to locate and extract the license plate region from a larger scene 
image. Second, having a license plate region to work with, the alphanumeric characters in 
the plate need to be extracted from the background so as to deliver them to an OCR 
system for recognition. 
 
In order to identify a vehicle by reading its license plate successfully, it is obviously 
necessary to locate the plate in the scene image provided by some acquisition system (e.g. 
video or still camera). Locating the region of interest aids in dramatically reducing both 
the computational expense and algorithm complexity. For example, a currently common 
1024x768 resolution image contains a total of 786,432 pixels, while the region of interest 
(in this case a license plate) may account for only 10% of the image area. Also, the input 
to the following segmentation and recognition stages is simplified, resulting in easier 
algorithm design and shorter computation times.  
 
Due to the current performance of Optical Character Recognition systems described in 
the next section, colorful and textured backgrounds should be eliminated prior to 
attempting classification of alphanumeric symbols. As previously mentioned, US license 
plate backgrounds range from simple white to intricate designs that may easily blend with 
the characters, changing their shape and causing OCR failure. Unfortunately, luminance 
does not provide enough information to segment the characters successfully in some of 
the available background designs. To better discriminate character from non-character-
pixels in the license plate image, it becomes necessary to employ additional features  
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(such as color information). It is important, however, to keep the dimensionality of the 
feature space low, to ensure the quick processing times expected from a true LPR 
application.  
 
1.4 LPR and OCR 
 
Commercial LPR technology has been available for nearly two decades, with Perceptics 
Corporation launching the first commercially available computer vision system for 
automatically reading the license plate on moving vehicles [Gonzalez & Woods, 2001, p. 
xix]. Most commercial products reviewed usually operate with monochrome acquisition 
systems and perform accurately only on standard issue plates, which are characterized by 
high contrast between clean backgrounds and characters. A usual approach in 
autonomous target acquisition, especially in situations where there is little control of the 
environment, is to select sensors carefully so as to enhance the objects of interest and 
diminish irrelevant details. Infrared imaging is an example of such an approach and very 
recently, new license plate manufacturing techniques are being introduced which are 
more optical recognition friendly. An emerging graphic lamination process is able to 
create retro-reflective backgrounds and absorptive characters. The irrelevant details in the 
license plate backgrounds, when illuminated for machine readability in the near infrared 
region, become uniform and the foreground becomes highly contrasted [E-OTEK, 2004]. 
Nevertheless, it is not known whether this new manufacturing technique will become 
standard, and currently most states use embossing as their main means of manufacturing 
plates. Embossed plates have backgrounds and shadows that interfere with correct 
character segmentation and recognition.  
 
Modern commercial Optical Character Recognition (OCR) systems have been available 
since the 1950’s and David Shepard, founder of the Intelligent Machine Research Co., is 
credited as the pioneer in the field [Mantas, 1986]. Although OCR technology has 
evolved over time and most commercial systems may handle different character fonts and 
sizes, they cannot handle text printed against shaded or textured backgrounds. Some text 
reading systems use page segmentation schemes prior to OCR, but these schemes assume  
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specific document layouts and require clean binary input [Wu, 1997]. In systems where 
grayscale input is admitted, global thresholding is applied prior to recognition, which 
usually fails when textured backgrounds are present. Therefore, performance of OCR 
systems depends heavily on the reliability of previous image segmentation modules. 
 
1.5 License Plate Manufacturing Details 
 
Information regarding the manufacturing of license plates is relevant for the problem at 
hand. The 3M Company produces the aluminum blanks used for most North-American 
license plates. These metal blanks go through a process of embossing, where the 
character die is struck into the plates so the letters and numbers appear in relief. Another 
not so common imprinting technique is called incusing or debossing, where the 
characters are pressed inwards instead (e.g. Vermont). The typical dimensions of a US 
license plate are 300 × 150 mm (12 x 6 in), a 2:1 width/height ratio. 
 
1.6 Technical Aspects 
 
Although each state has different laws concerning vehicle identification, most vehicle 
owners are required to properly attach and display front and rear license plates. There are 
exceptions though, and sometimes, single plates are issued for rear display only. 
Therefore, the license plate pictures used for this study were taken from the rear view of 
the vehicles. Although video is common as an LPR acquisition method, still pictures 
were preferred in order to simplify acquisition and processing operations. Color pictures 
were taken with a Nikon Coolpix 995 digital camera in varying lighting conditions in the 
Virginia Tech commuter parking lot. Different quality settings and compression formats 
(JPG and TIFF) were used. All pictures were taken at a 2048 x 1536 pixel resolution. An 
effort was made to include as many states and varieties as possible. The resulting license 
plate picture database counted more than 20 states and about 50 different plate varieties 
(for a total of 82 samples). Also, computer generated images were obtained from the 
license plate preview section on the Virginia DMV website [VADMV, 2004]. Randomly 
generated license plate numbers were used to create the preview images, resulting in a set  
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of regular license plate numbers (e.g., three letters and four numbers separated by a 
hyphen), as well as a set of personalized messages (vanity plates).  
 
For all experiments in this work, the algorithms were implemented in either C or 
MATLAB 6.0. The latter provides a high-level programming environment specially 
tuned for matrix operations, which is a definite advantage in image processing tasks. 
MATLAB’s Image Processing Toolbox v.2.2.2 provided a set of basic image processing 
functions, which were very helpful in the quick development of experimental modules. 
The test computer used for all experiments consisted of a personal laptop computer with 
an Intel® Pentium® 4 CPU at 1.70 GHz and 512 MB of RAM. 
 
1.7 Outline 
 
This work is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents different approaches and 
experiments taken towards extracting the license plate region from a scene image ranging 
from Artificial Neural Networks to Fourier transform analysis. Chapter 3 will treat the 
character segmentation problem, focusing on the use of color information, data clustering 
and color quantization. Chapter 4 is reserved for conclusions and further work.  
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Chapter 2 License Plate Detection and Extraction 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
The first processing stage in a License Plate Recognition system is the detection and 
extraction of the license plate area from a larger scene image in order to minimize 
subsequent computations and algorithm complexity. Several approaches may be taken 
towards solving this problem, each having different computational expense and success 
rates. It is the purpose of this chapter to explore a set of representative techniques and 
evaluate their performance within the LPR framework.  
 
First, we present previous approaches in the literature, with emphasis in Artificial Neural 
Networks, and discuss their applicability to our problem. Next, the Eigenspace approach 
for matching the texture of a license plate image region to a “license plate space” is 
introduced. This is followed by an exploration of edge detection and the Hough transform 
to identify the lines produced by license plate borders. Finally, we present the spectral 
analysis approach, which makes use of the Fourier transform to detect the inherent spatial 
frequency of the characters in a license plate. 
 
2.2 Previous Approaches 
 
Most of the work published on automatic license plate recognition originated in countries 
where license plate design follows strict standards, and there is little, if any, variety 
amongst samples. Therefore, many of the approaches taken towards detecting and 
extracting the license plate region are not applicable to our problem space. One such 
example is described in a paper originated in the Netherlands [Nijhuis et al., 1995], 
where fuzzy logic is utilized to segment the license plate from the rear picture of a 
vehicle. An RGB histogram based method is used to build a membership function of 
“yellowness”, since Dutch license plates all share a yellow background as a common trait 
(one would anticipate problems with similarly colored vehicles).  
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Another common approach involves the use of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs). 
Multilayer neural network or multilayer perceptron models allow for learning the non-
linearity as well as the linear discriminant from a set of training data. A typical three- 
layer neural network architecture consists of input, hidden and output layers, all 
interconnected by modifiable weights (Fig. 2.1).  
Fig. 2.1. A fully connected n-h-m three-layer neural network. Sample activation functions are 
depicted inside each unit: linear in the input layer, nonlinear (sigmoidal) in the hidden and output 
layers. 
 
In most pattern recognition applications the components of the feature vector become the 
input units, and the discriminant function values used for classification are stored in the 
output units. The feedforward process starts by feeding the input pattern to the input layer 
units, which then pass the values to the first hidden layer. The units in the hidden layers 
compute a weighted sum of their inputs, to which the activation function (or nonlinearity) 
is then applied [Mehrotra et al., 1997]. The result of the activation function is further 
communicated to the next layer. The value of multilayer neural networks lies in that they 
may be implemented to emulate any continuous function from input to output, with a 
sufficient number of hidden units, proper activation functions, and weights. A good 
analogy in this case is the Fourier transform, which allows us to express any square-
x1   x2   x3 x i x n  
output layer (z)
hidden layer (y)
input layer (x) 
wij 
wjk 
y1  yj  yh 
z1  z2  zk  Zm 
……
……
…… 
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integrable function as a possibly infinite sum of sinusoidal basis functions [Duda et al., 
2001]. Furthermore, the parallel nature of neural networks introduces fault tolerance 
because the output depends on the pattern of activity distributed across the network’s 
topology, and not the exact connectivity between neurons [Skrzypek & Karplus, 1992]. 
 
The network’s weights are modified during the learning stage (usually an iterative 
process), where different training methods and error definitions work to minimize a 
criterion function. In supervised learning, the network’s outputs are compared to target 
values from a training set. The backpropagation algorithm is commonly used in 
supervised training, where both the output error and an effective error for each hidden 
unit are used to modify all weights in the neural network. While the output error is simply 
obtained by some difference measure between the output units and the target values, the 
hidden unit error is computed based on how each hidden unit affects the error at each 
output unit, based on gradient descent. The error is propagated backwards from the 
output layer to the hidden layers, hence the name of the algorithm. 
 
Raus and Kreft (1996) implemented an ANN method for the localization of German 
license plates. A three-layer perceptron with M input neurons, 12 hidden neurons and one 
output neuron was used. At each pixel location in the scene image, M pixels 
corresponding to typical plate dimensions (2025 pixels) were fed to the ANN, with the 
current pixel as the region center. The ANN’s single output neuron determined the 
probability of the pixel being a center license plate pixel. A threshold over these values 
was applied and the plate was localized. Unfortunately, the method’s success rate was not 
documented.  
 
Timed Delay Neural Networks (TDNNs) offer an alternative architecture. Weight sharing 
in a TDNN helps in recognizing patterns regardless of a small shift in one dimension. The 
hidden units accept a spatial range of positions in the input layer, so that the training 
pattern is recognized as long as it lies in full in the domain of the input layer, independent 
of its positioning [Duda et al., 2001]. Park et al. (1999) use a horizontal and a vertical 
TDNN as independent filters to locate Korean license plate regions in car images. Hue, 
saturation and intensity values are used as input for each TDNN, which examines a small  
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window of the image at a time. The TDNNs are trained with the backpropagation 
algorithm, with a training set containing pure plate and background images. A 97.5% 
success rate was reported. 
 
Although the results reviewed are very promising, the training of any neural network 
requires numerous training samples (in this case, several license plate images). Both 
examples above have a great advantage because both Germany and Korea have standard-
issue plates with little or no variety. The license plate images share very similar 
characteristics and therefore the number of samples in the training set need not be vast. 
This is clearly not the case with US license plates, where it would be an extremely 
laborious task to acquire enough samples of each plate style to render a sufficient training 
set, essential for the success of any neural network architecture and/or learning method. It 
is therefore necessary to explore other methodologies that will quickly and accurately 
detect license plates, independently of their state of origin or design complexity. 
 
2.3 Eigenspace Approach 
 
Turk and Pentland (1991a) introduced the use of eigenfaces for face recognition. They 
used a set of training samples to formulate a lower dimensional object space or face 
space by finding the vectors which best account for the distribution of the samples 
(principal component analysis). An image from a test set may then be projected onto this 
space and classified using a minimum distance classifier. This provides information on 
how close the test image is to the face space, and may then be used to accept or reject the 
test image as a candidate face, as well as assign a class to the test image [Turk & 
Pentland, 1991b]. The problem of face recognition is similar to that of LPR in that both 
image representations share major features (e.g. strokes and edges) and minor ones (e.g. 
tone and texture). The definition of an average face or license plate template in principal 
component space provides a characteristic texture or similarity grouping. Furthermore, 
both algorithm complexity and computation times are reduced by the lower 
dimensionality representation provided by this approach, while still maintaining great  
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accuracy in recognition. As a consequence, the possibility of adapting this method to the 
detection of license plates is explored.  
 
Principal Component Analysis, also known as the Karhunen-Loéve (K-L) transform, is a 
statistical procedure that may be used to reduce feature dimensionality via a projection 
that best represents the data by restricting attention to the orthogonal directions along 
which variation is greatest. Usually the vector components are highly correlated 
(redundant). The K-L transform decorrelates the input feature vector components and 
orders the resulting orthogonal components (principal components) according to 
variance. It is then possible to eliminate the components that contribute the least to the 
variation in the data set. By concentrating on the components responsible for most of the 
variation, greater accuracy in discrimination and recognition can be achieved, while 
reducing computational expense.  
 
In this application of the K-L transform the goal is to distinguish between license plate 
regions and background. A training set of license plate images was built from standard-
issue Virginia license plate preview pictures generated on the Virginia DMV website 
[VADMV, 2002]. Each license plate image is a vector Γ of length N (total number of 
pixels), resulting in Γ1,  Γ2, …, ΓM, for M samples. The average license plate 
∑ =
=
N
i i M 1
1 Γ Ψ  is obtained next (Fig. 2.2). 
 
Fig. 2.2. Average computer generated license plate image ψ. 
 
The difference between the average to the original images is then computed:  Φi = Γi - Ψ 
for i = 1,…,M (number of training images). The difference vectors are concatenated to 
form matrix A = [Φ1  Φ2 … ΦM]. Next, the M orthonormal eigenvectors uk and 
eigenvalues  λk of the covariance matrix C = (AA
T)/M, need to be extracted. The  
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computational expense of this operation may be very high, because matrix C has 
dimensions N × N, where N is the number of pixels in each image. A shortcut may be 
applied, where the eigenvectors and eigenvalues for A
TA (an M  ×  M system, where 
usually M<<N) are computed instead. Finally, these eigenvectors and eigenvalues are 
multiplied by A such that they are equal to the M most significant eigenvectors and 
eigenvalues of C, as shown in Turk & Pentland (1991b).  
 
Out of the M eigenvectors, the M'≤M most significant ones are chosen (those with the 
largest associated eigenvalues). Different choices for M' will render a trade-off in speed 
of calculations vs. accuracy, but for our purpose M' was set equal to M (the original 
number of samples in the training set). Finally, each training image Γ is projected onto 
this subspace by calculating the weights ωk = uk
T(Γ-Ψ) for k = 1,…, M'. These weights 
form a vector Ω = [ω1 ω2, …, ωM']
T and are used to classify a new image. The new image, 
Γ, is projected onto the subspace to generate its Ω vector via the same procedure as 
before. To classify, the training set weight vectors are searched to find Ωc (belonging to 
the c
th class) which minimizes the Euclidean distance ε = ||Ωc-Ω||.  
 
At this stage, however, we are not attempting classification of the test image as a 
particular license plate design or class, but rather determining whether it is close enough 
to the “license plate space” to deserve further examination. Therefore the distance 
measure becomes ε = ||Φ-ΦΓ||, where Φ is the mean-adjusted input image and ΦΓ its 
projection to license plate space. Images of license plates will not change radically when 
projected into the license plate space, while projected non-license plate images will 
appear quite different. By determining a proper threshold we can then either accept or 
reject test images as candidate license plate regions.  
 
Turk and Pentland (1991a) also suggest building a “face map”, which is the result of 
calculating the distance from face space at every point in the scene image. An 
approximate “license plate map” was obtained using this method. Unfortunately the 
computations required to build such a map have a complexity in the order of M
2 × N × S,  
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where M is the number of samples in the training set, N is the number of pixels in each 
sample, and S the number of pixels in the scene image (usually M<<N<<S). On the test 
computer with a 1024×768 scene image as input, this procedure takes about 12 hours of 
processing. By down-sampling the image by 2 and processing only every tenth pixel, the 
processing time was reduced to a radically shorter, yet still disappointing, 10 minutes.  
 
For this experiment the training set consisted of computer generated license plate images 
from the Virginia DMV website [VADMV, 2002]. The results from two trial runs are 
shown in Fig. 2.3. The license plate map displays the distance from license plate space as 
intensity values, where darker shades indicate a smaller distance value and suggest a high 
probability for the presence of a license plate in that pixel location.  
 
   
(a)       (b) 
   
(c)       (d) 
Fig. 2.3 (a, c) Scene images and (b, d) the respective license plate maps. The arrows indicate the 
absolute minimum distance relative to license plate space, marked by a small red circle.  Black pixels 
denote close matches. 
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The following procedure attempts to reduce execution times by performing fewer 
computations. Assuming a particular size for all license plate occurrences, a scene image 
is divided into matching size blocks as shown in Fig. 2.4. Each block is projected onto 
license plate space, and the distance measure is obtained. It was expected that the values 
of this distance would be relatively small in areas where parts of a license plate were 
present, compared to those where they were not. The idea then was to further examine the 
block with more detail to confirm the classification. Unfortunately, the procedure was not 
accurate at all. 
 
 
Fig. 2.4. Sample scene image divided into license plate sized blocks. 
 
In an attempt to correct this behavior, the training samples were switched from the 
computer-generated samples to a series of real Virginia license plate images, manually 
extracted from several scene images. A new average image ψ was obtained (Fig. 2.5). 
Contrary to intuition, the method’s results did not improve.  
 
 
Fig. 2.5. Average “real” license plate image ψ. 
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It is believed that the failure of the procedure was caused by a high sensitivity to the 
translation of the image blocks relative to the plates. Using Overlapping blocks was 
considered as a possibility that would improve the matching results; however this would 
introduce additional computational expense, which we originally sought to minimize. 
One additional attempt was made to manage the effect of block translation, by selecting 
random square blocks from the license plate images and using them as the new training 
set. An example of these blocks and their average image is shown in Fig. 2.6. 
 
    
(a)           (b) 
Fig. 2.6.  (a) Random blocks from license plates and (b) their average. 
 
 
Fig. 2.7. Local minimum distance values circled on the scene image. 
 
This time the scene image was divided into matching smaller square blocks (50×50 pixels 
each), and some significant relative minimum distance values were found as shown in 
Fig. 2.7. In this example, two minimum distance values are detected over the license plate 
area; however, comparable values are found elsewhere in the scene as well. 
 
Although better discrimination is obtained using the latter approach, one more 
modification rendered the best results in this set of trials. Previously, random square 
blocks were extracted from the license plate images in the training set. It appears, 
however, that the most characteristic features of the license plate texture are the large, 
thick characters in the plate. Therefore it was decided that better results might be  
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obtained by vertically aligning the blocks with the character position in the plates, while 
keeping the horizontal shift random. Sample blocks and their average image are shown in 
Fig. 2.8. The results from one sample run are shown in Fig. 2.9, where clear cut first and 
second absolute minimum distance values are located right on the plate’s surface. 
 
   
 (a)    (b) 
Fig. 2.8. Horizontal random blocks from license plates (a) and their average (b). 
 
Fig. 2.9. Absolute first and second minimum distance values circled on scene image. 
 
The eigenface approach inspired two different methods for locating license plate regions 
in a scene image. The horizontal random block method is fast, but not very reliable 
(approximately a 40% accuracy in license plate location was achieved in our 82 sample 
image database). A second concern is that this procedure will not easily adapt to include 
all US license plate designs/fonts in the training set. On the other hand, the “license plate 
map” method is very reliable (92% accuracy was achieved in our experiments), even 
when the training set is composed of computer-generated samples. This is a great 
advantage because with the immense variety of US license plate designs, building a 
comprehensive real image database may be close to impossible. Unfortunately, the 
method is extremely computationally expensive. In an LPR system the results of an 
automatic reading are expected within a fraction of a second, and the “face map”  
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methodology currently cannot deliver such immediate results. We therefore turn to a 
different strategy in search of an accurate, computationally efficient solution. 
 
2.4 Edge Detection and Hough Transform Approach 
 
It is desirable to estimate the position of the license plate region within the scene image in 
order to reduce the search space before applying a template matching technique, such as 
the “license plate space” method discussed in Section 2.3. An extremely noticeable 
characteristic of license plates is their rectangular shape. This set of experiments takes 
this important feature into account and makes use of edge detection and the Hough 
transform to detect horizontal and vertical lines that could be responsible for license plate 
borders in a scene image. 
 
In order to detect the borders or edges in an image it is useful to focus on abrupt changes 
in intensity in local neighborhoods. Enhancing the edges will help to bring the license 
plate borders forward (although this may not be a reliable method in the case of white 
background plates on white cars, for example). Difference (derivative) operators produce 
high values as a response to rapid changes in gray level [Rosenfeld & Kak, 1982], and are 
therefore useful as edge detectors. The 3×3 vertical and horizontal Sobel operators 
(masks) in Fig. 2.10 (b) and (c) were convolved with the scene image in (a). In order to 
combine the vertical and horizontal edge response, the magnitude of the gradient is 
computed to generate an edge-detected grayscale image. Finally a global threshold, 
obtained via Otsu’s method (1979), is applied to produce the binary image shown in Fig. 
2.10(d). 
 
Identifying the edges in the scene image is the first step in our attempt to locate the 
license plate borders. Now, we are interested in identifying the edge pixels that form lines 
that could be responsible for such borders. The Hough transform is a technique for 
detecting lines or curves in a picture by applying a coordinate transformation, such that 
all the points belonging to a curve of a given type map into a single location in the 
transformed space [Rosenfeld & Kak, 1982]. The transformed space is quantized into an  
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accumulator array for representation, and for each pixel of interest, votes are added to the 
array locations associated to the transformed coordinates matching each hypothetical 
curve (Fig. 2.11). 
 
 
(a) 
-1 0 1 
-2 0 2 
-1 0 1 
(b) 
 
-1 -2 -1 
0 0 0 
1 2 1 
(c) 
 
 
(d) 
Fig. 2.10 (a) Gray-level scene image, (b) vertical and (c) horizontal Sobel operators, and (d) 
thresholded Sobel gradient on the scene image. 
 
 
(a)  (b) 
Fig. 2.11. (a) Normal representation of a line and (b) accumulator array in ρ-θ parameter space, 
adapted from [Gonzalez & Woods, 2002] 
 
Consider a foreground pixel, in position (x1, y1) in Fig. 2.11. All possible lines passing 
through this point must satisfy the equation y1 = mx1 + c. We may regard (x1, y1) as fixed, 
so the equation corresponds to a line in m-c parameter space. In the case of lines parallel 
to the y-axis, m would be infinite, so it is convenient to use the parametric equation for a 
line:   ρ = x1 cosθ + y1 sinθ. By regarding (x1, y 1) as fixed, the equation describes a 
′
′ 
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sinusoidal curve in (ρ, θ) space. Now consider a second point (x2, y2) that will also have 
an associated sinusoidal curve in (ρ, θ) space. The curves will intersect at a point (ρ′, θ′), 
which represents a line in (x, y) space connecting the two points. The Hough technique 
starts by initializing a (ρ,  θ) accumulator array, with fixed increments for both 
parameters. Each point in (x, y) space is analyzed and all the (ρ, θ) locations satisfying 
the equation ρ = x cosθ + y sinθ are incremented by one. The local maxima in the 
accumulator array correspond to collinear points in the image array [Ballard & Brown, 
1982].  The Hough transform technique may be generalized to fit curves with more than 
two parameters, although this results in a multi-dimensional accumulator array, which 
exponentially increases computational expense.  
 
In the following example the (x, y) origin is centered in the image. The Hough array is 
defined for θ in the [0, 179]º range, with one-degree increments for each bin. The range 
for ρ is determined by computing the image’s diagonal length. For each edge point (xi, yi) 
in the scene image, all applicable locations of θ and ρ in the Hough array are incremented 
by one. The resulting Hough array is shown in Fig. 2.12(a), where the final vote counts 
are displayed in a color map defined to its right for visualization purposes. Once all edge 
points have been taken into account and the Hough array is complete, the local maxima in 
the array are chosen in a decreasing fashion and the corresponding lines are mapped back 
into the original xy-plane, as shown in Fig. 2.12(b). The response for the vertical lines is 
somewhat low in this example, and it is required to examine up to the 63
rd local 
maximum to detect both vertical license plate borders.  
 
It is important to notice the many lines with small orientation variations detected around 
the car bumper border in Fig. 2.12(b). This is a common side effect of the Hough 
transform approach, known as phantom lines [Forsyth & Ponce, 2003]. In this problem 
we are mainly interested in the horizontal and vertical lines caused by the license plate 
borders in the image. Therefore, we can further simplify as well as speed up the approach 
by only considering values for θ that correspond to close approximations of horizontal 
and vertical lines, within a one to two degree margin. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 2.12.  (a) Hough array, and (b) lines identified on the edge detected image by the Hough 
transform approach. 
 
The elimination of phantom lines is achieved by running the Hough transform on the 
original  image,  finding  the  maximum  accumulator  array  location and  eliminating the 
edge points in the image that match the line defined by the corresponding values of θ and  
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ρ. The Hough transform is run again to generate a new Hough array, and the process is 
repeated, until an acceptable amount of lines or a minimum threshold for the accumulator 
array values is reached. During the elimination of phantom lines, the procedure ensures 
that a few vertical lines are preserved, as these usually have a lower bin count than the 
horizontal ones and tend to disappear from consideration otherwise. Fig. 2.13 shows the 
result of phantom line removal.  
 
Fig. 2.13. Hough transform results after removal of phantom lines. 
 
At this point, we may use the lines found by the Hough technique to formulate a 
hypothesis regarding the likelihood of the existence of a license plate region. The 
expected license plate 2:1 aspect ratio and approximate size can aid in isolating 
rectangles formed by the line crossings. The parametric line equations are used to find 
these crossings, as shown in Fig. 2.14(a). Once the line crossings are detected, they are 
considered as possible rectangle corners. Each corner point is paired up with all other 
corner points in the image that are to its right and below it. Then the gradient of the line 
that crosses each pair of points is computed in order to determine if the pair of corners 
may belong to a 2:1 rectangle (a gradient approximately equal to -0.5 is expected). The 
identified rectangles are depicted by their diagonals in Fig. 2.14(b). The borders of each 
candidate rectangle are followed,  with a ±1 pixel margin, to determine if the image edges  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Fig. 2.14. (a) Line crossing (candidate corner) detection, (b) candidate rectangle (2:1) regions, and (c) 
extracted license plate. 
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are present under the hypothetical rectangle. The rectangle with the maximum response is 
singled out as the license plate region, as shown in Fig. 2.14(c). 
 
Unfortunately, this technique is not applicable to the problem instances where the license 
plate borders do not produce high enough luminance changes to be detected as edges (e.g. 
white background license plates on white vehicles). In our image set the approach only 
achieved a 66% success rate in detection and extraction. Furthermore, after several 
optimization modifications, the processing time was approximately three seconds in the 
test computer. These disadvantages led to a closer observation of the characteristics of a 
license plate, besides its rectangular shape and borders. Characters of a certain similar 
size and width are common to all US license plates and create a characteristic texture, as 
discussed in Section 2.2. While further modifications to the Hough transform procedure 
may (or may not) help to increase accuracy, other techniques may exploit the textural 
qualities in the license plates in order to facilitate plate detection. This drives us to 
explore spectral analysis techniques in the next section.  
 
2.5 Spectral Analysis Approach 
 
Since the characters in a license plate are themselves a major license plate feature, we 
turn our discussion to text segmentation techniques. Jain and Yu (1998) identify two 
primary methods for text location in literature: texture analysis and connected component 
analysis. The latter is applicable only to binary images, while textured based approaches 
are generally time-consuming. Text has a number of characteristics that may be used to 
distinguish it from background. For example, characters are horizontally aligned, they 
may have periodicities, they may share common baselines and half-lines, and they may 
have the same color. One way to extract such information may be to perform spectral 
analysis through the Fourier transform. Spectral analysis has been commonly used in 
segmentation of text regions. Some of the most promising results for segmenting text in 
gray scale images are obtained via Fourier spectra techniques [Elliman & Lancaster, 
1989].  
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Fourier techniques are widely used in image processing, and are usually applied to image 
enhancement problems (e.g. smoothing and sharpening). Images may be considered 
discrete functions of finite duration, to which the one or two-dimensional Fourier 
transform may be applied. For digital image processing, it can be shown that the discrete 
Fourier transform and its inverse always exist [Gonzalez & Woods, 2002]. The Fourier 
transform, F(u), is obtained from the input function f(x), where x is a discrete spatial 
variable and u is a discrete (spatial) frequency variable in the frequency domain. The one-
dimensional discrete Fourier transform is shown in Eq. 2.1 and the two-dimensional 
discrete Fourier transform is shown in Eq. 2.2. 
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Since the Fourier transform is complex, it is convenient to use its magnitude, also called 
the Fourier spectrum, shown in Eq. 2.3. Also commonly used is the power spectrum or 
power spectral density defined as the square of the Fourier spectrum, as shown in Eq. 2.4. 
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It is also of importance to note the following relationships between samples in the spatial 
and frequency domains: 
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u
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1           (2.5-6) 
 
It is because of these relationships that patterns of intensity variations (rate of change of 
gray levels) in an image may be associated with frequencies in the Fourier transform, as 
frequency is directly related to rate of change. 
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Scherl et al. (1980) suggested the use of Fourier spectra as a property for discriminating 
different image types in search for a solution to printed material segmentation. The 
spectra obtained for typed and printed text are very distinct from those of other image 
types. Certain fonts, such as non-proportional fonts, were even found to yield spectra that 
contained information on the character spacing (pitch) and line spacing. A few examples 
after Scherl et al. (1980) are shown in Fig. 2.15. The equally spaced text in Fig. 2.15(a) 
shows a characteristic vertical distribution in its spatial frequency domain due to the 
sequence of the text lines. The equally spaced characters are also responsible for the 
stepwise horizontal distribution. The printed text in Figure Fig. 2.15(b) shows a constant 
spacing between text lines, but the horizontal distribution shows small variations as the 
characters are no longer equally spaced. The diagram in Figure Fig. 2.15(c) consists 
mostly of straight lines that result in orthogonal lines through the origin in the Fourier 
spectrum. Finally the picture in Figure Fig. 2.15(d) has a Fourier spectrum with no 
particular structure.  
 
These examples suggest that Fourier spectra may be very effective for detecting text in an 
image. Parisi, et al. (1998) proposed an Italian license plate detection scheme that focuses 
on the spatial harmonics produced by the character spacing. This method may be applied 
when the dimensions of the license plate are known with certainty (size variations of up 
to 15% are reported). For each frequency in the power spectrum, Parisi computes the 
synchronized average power. The synchronized average for a frequency fi is the sum of 
the powers at all harmonic frequencies, i.e.,  
∑
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This synchronized average of the expected harmonics in the periodogram estimate of the 
power spectrum is used to produce a profile whose peaks indicate the presence of a 
license plate. This implies a precise knowledge of the pixel character size and spacing, 
and may be very sensitive to size and angle variations. The following license plate 
detection method was inspired by this approach. However, instead of using synchronized 
averages, we determine a frequency range over which the average is computed hoping to 
provide greater flexibility.  
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(a)        
(b)       
(c)      
(d)      
Fig. 2.15. Four different types of document content: (a) Mono-spaced text, (b) printed text, (c) 
diagram, and (d) picture after Scherl et al. (1980). The logarithms of their corresponding Fourier 
spectra are shown in the second column and then thresholded at 50% in the third column for 
visualization purposes.  
 
The scene image, with M rows and N columns, is analyzed one row at a time in order to 
determine if the row crosses license plate characters. A periodogram is calculated on the 
intensity (gray scale) values of each row. The two-sided periodogram (Eq. 2.8) is an 
estimate of the Power Spectral Density (PSD) for a series of a finite length [Golyandina  
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et al., 2001], which in this case represents the total energy in the image. The periodogram 
gives a distribution of energy per frequency band.  
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The periodogram estimate is computed using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) whose 
complexity is Nlog2N, which is a more efficient implementation of the one-dimensional 
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) whose complexity is on the order of N
2. To obtain the 
periodogram of an image row, we first compute the square of the FFT’s magnitude (from 
Eqs. 2.3-4), sampling at every pixel (i.e., the sampling rate is equal to N). In order to 
obtain the one-sided spectrum (neglecting the negative frequencies), only the [1, N/2+1] 
components are kept. Finally, the remaining components are multiplied by a factor of 
two, to preserve the total energy, and normalized by N: 
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Fig. 2.16(a) shows a sample gray-scale picture and three pixel rows whose periodograms 
are shown in (b). This particular scene was selected because of the presence of characters 
on the trunk of the car in addition to those present in the license plate. The first line 
(green) crosses metallic characters on the car’s trunk. The second line (blue) runs across a 
smooth section of the rear bumper, while the third line (red) intersects the license plate 
characters. It can be easily observed that the periodogram originated by the bumper row 
contains less energy than the two character crossing lines. However, it is difficult to 
discriminate the frequencies at which the license plate characters have a greater response 
compared to that of the trunk’s characters.  
 
Since the periodogram of one sample image row is rather noisy, the general shape of the 
power spectrum can be revealed by averaging the periodograms over k rows covering the 
objects of interest. The result of this operation is also known as the Consensus Power 
Spectrum [Cartwright, 1990]. Fig. 2.17(a) shows the three areas of interest (trunk,  
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bumper, and plate), and the corresponding periodogram averages are shown in Fig. 
2.17(b). The two green lines indicate the row-wise limits of the band covering the 
characters on the trunk.  The corresponding green periodogram trace shows a high 
response in the lower frequencies, as expected for largely spaced characters. The blue 
band on the smooth area on the bumper shows the lowest response, and serves as a frame 
of reference. The red band covering the license plate characters shows a high response at 
low to middle frequencies (35 to 85 1/pixel).  It is expected that by carefully selecting a 
frequency range for averaging, the response will be maximized for the object of interest. 
(a)       (b) 
Fig. 2.16. (a) Three sample rows in a gray-scale scene image (green, blue, red) and (b) their 
corresponding periodograms 
 
(a)       (b) 
Fig. 2.17. (a) Three sample row bands in a gray-scale scene image. The first row of each color marks 
the beginning of the band, and the second row marks the end (inclusive). (b) The corresponding 
periodograms for each band.  
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In order to maximize the probability of detecting the rows in the image containing a 
license plate, we compute the average of the periodogram values for a frequency interval 
[u1, u2] where we expect the license plate character energy to dominate. This average 
represents the strength of the frequency components in the signal (image row) sharing 
such periodicities. By plotting these average strengths in a row-wise profile, the row 
locations containing license plate characters should produce distinctive peaks. Fig. 2.18 
shows profiles calculated from averaging different frequency ranges. This procedure is 
somewhat analogous to band-pass filtering the image rows in the frequency domain. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
Fig. 2.18. Row-wise periodogram average on different frequency ranges: (a) all frequencies, [1, N/2], 
(b) upper half frequencies, [N/4, N/2], (c) center frequencies, [N/8, 3N/8], and (d) [N/12, N/6], where 
the response of the non-license plate characters in the image is attenuated.  
  
The relationship between samples in the spatial and the frequency domain was given in 
Eqs. 2.5-6. These equations help clarify the experimental optimal range of frequencies  
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over which averaging maximizes license plate character response.  The optimal 
experimental frequency range (35 to 85 1/pixel) corresponds to image objects of widths 
between 4.6 and 11.4 pixels. By inspecting the image, it is found that the license plate 
character thickness ranges from 4 to 5, the spacing between characters ranges from 5 to 6 
pixels, and the stroke separation ranges from 11 to 13 pixels. While the frequency range 
average accounts for different periodic features in the license plate characters, it also 
allows for some flexibility in size variations (e.g. character width could be one pixel 
thicker or thinner, etc.). For an LPR system, a priori knowledge such as a fixed camera 
and target position allows for a good estimate of license plate character size. Small 
variations (of up to 25% in our image database) may occur, and those are handled well by 
the spectral approach.  
 
The next step consists of analyzing the periodogram profile and locating the peaks that 
may be responsible for the presence of license plate characters. In order to enhance the 
profile peaks, we first subtract the profile mean from the profile points. Any negative 
values are set to zero, as they represent responses too low to consider and may introduce 
noise in further processing. An empirical threshold of 70% of the maximum was found to 
work best to distinguish the license plate candidate rows. Finally, the range of rows with 
values greater than the threshold (starting from the smallest to the largest qualifying row 
indices) is extracted from the image (Fig. 2.19).  
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 2.19.  (a) Periodogram profile from Fig. 2.18(d) and (b) the result of subtracting the mean, which 
has been squared for clarity. The threshold is depicted by the vertical line.  
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Once the horizontal band containing the license plate characters has been extracted, the 
vertical limits of the plate need to be found. To do this, the periodogram for each column 
is computed and all frequencies are averaged per column. The resulting values are shown 
in Fig. 2.20. This time, the spectrum mean is subtracted from the profile, and the negative 
values are set to zero. An empirical threshold of 40% of the maximum has been found to 
render the best results in our image database. The range of columns is extracted in a 
similar fashion as the rows. At this point the license plate characters have been isolated 
from the rest of the image. The characters constitute only part of the license plate, so the 
resulting coordinates are padded both vertically and horizontally to include a larger area 
of the license plate region. The number of pixels used for padding may be calculated 
from the character height, as their relationship with license plate size is very consistent 
through most US states. A possible alternative would be to compute the Hough transform 
of the neighboring luminance edges to detect the license plate borders. 
   
   
(a)       (b) 
Fig. 2.20. (a)Vertical periodogram profile. (b) Profile minus the average squared and the threshold 
(15% of maximum). The license plate candidate rows found from the previous steps are shown for 
clarity. 
 
This spectral analysis approach was applied to our license plate image database with 
considerable success. In all instances the license plate region is located correctly, but 5% 
of the cases show faulty extraction (i.e., partial plates). The few problematic instances 
usually involve thick license plate frames that detract attention from the license plate 
character features or other text elements on the car (e.g., manufacturer’s logo). Besides a 
success rate of 95%, a powerful advantage of this approach is its speed. For input images  
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with 1024×768 pixel resolution, the extracted license plate region is delivered within 
fractions of a second on the test computer. A few results are shown in Fig. 2.21. 
Successful extractions are included in the first four rows, and failed ones in the last row.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.21. Sample results of license plate detection and extraction. The scene image is shown in color 
and the extracted plate is shown in gray-scale in the top-left corner.  
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Chapter 3 Character Segmentation 
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
One of the main reasons US license plate recognition is a particularly difficult problem is 
the wide variety of plate designs available. Each US state offers special plates in addition 
to the standard-issue plates. Some states, like Virginia, offer more than 180 special 
license plates [VADMV, 2004], which may include multiple-colored and scenic 
backgrounds as well as various character fonts and colors. Standard-issue plates offer a 
great advantage in LPR because they mostly consist of smooth backgrounds and highly 
contrasted characters. A significant majority of vehicles carry standard-issue plates. The 
special plates, however, are increasing in popularity, and it is important to consider 
strategies for proper segmentation and recognition even if they represent a smaller 
population percentage. Most commercial OCR systems may handle different character 
fonts and sizes, but they cannot handle text printed against shaded or textured 
backgrounds [Wu, 1997]. Performance of the character recognition module in LPR will 
rely heavily on the correctness of the plate text segmentation. 
 
This chapter is dedicated to the segmentation of alphanumeric symbols from the license 
plate background. This is a non-trivial task with most special US license plates. Image 
segmentation is fundamental in many computer vision applications, and can be 
formulated as a classification problem. In this work we attempt to classify image pixels 
into character (foreground) or non-character (background) pixels. Pattern recognition 
methodologies may be applied to image segmentation by defining feature vectors 
constituting patterns at every pixel location composed of functions of image intensity, 
chromaticity, or pixel location itself [Jain et al., 1999]. Other features, in addition to gray 
level (luminance), are necessary to discriminate correctly between character and non-
character pixels.  
 
Color is important in human perception for accurately reading license plate numbers 
printed on busy backgrounds, and may be essential when characters cannot be separated  
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from the background by luminance alone. Color image segmentation extracts the 
connected regions satisfying similarity criteria based on the features from spectral 
components defined in a color space model. Several color spaces were examined in our 
search for the most discriminating features. The consideration of multiple features 
increases the problem space dimensionality, and data clustering becomes a natural choice 
for solving the classification problem. Vector (color) quantization is also considered 
because it maps each color to a smaller palette of representative colors, analogous to the 
assignment of feature vectors to a few classes in clustering.  
 
 
3.2 Color Spaces (Models) 
 
Commercial LPR systems usually rely on monochrome acquisition systems, and the 
character segmentation is achieved via binarization and connected components analysis. 
Binarization is the process of labeling pixels as foreground or background. Optimal 
thresholds are computed based upon local or global histogram analysis. The pixels above 
the thresholds are classified as foreground, and the rest as background. Binarization 
methods may be fully automatic or may require manual inspection and fine-tuning of 
parameters [Trier & Taxt, 1995]. For several special US license plate designs, 
binarization algorithms fail to segment the characters correctly.  
 
Fig. 3.1 shows a few special license plate examples. To simulate the binarization of 
monochrome images, the input color images in the first row are converted to gray scale 
by preserving the intensity component as described by the HSI color model (explained in 
Section 3.2.2). Otsu’s global binarization method [Otsu, 1979] is used to obtain the 
threshold to produce the corresponding binary images in the second row. Elements that 
belong to the background of these special plates are identified as foreground and are 
merged with the characters, thus preventing correct component analysis and causing 
recognition errors. It was discovered during our binarization experiments that the binary 
images were slightly better when obtained from the YIQ NTSC intensity component (a  
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weighted RGB average [Pratt, 2001, p. 81]) rather than the HSI intensity component 
(regular RGB average). 
 
 
Fig. 3.1. Several special US license plates are displayed in color in the top row. The second row shows 
the result of binarizing the corresponding gray-scale (intensity) images, based upon a global 
threshold 
 
The choice of a color or feature space is of great importance, since the ability to 
discriminate text from background depends upon the coordinate system into which the 
license plate image is projected. A color space, also called a color model, is a 
specification of a coordinate system. Many specialized models are available due to the 
wide range of applications of color science. Three different color models were considered 
for experiments in this section: RGB, HSV/HSI, and the CIE L*a*b*. The effect of the 
color space choice on the classifier performance is evident in the experimental results 
discussed in Section 3.4. 
 
 
3.2.1 The RGB color space 
 
The trichromatic generalization states that most colors we perceive may be defined by 
additive mixtures of three fixed primary stimuli in appropriate proportions (Wyszecki and 
Stiles, 1982). Hence, it is convenient to represent color stimuli by vectors in a three-
dimensional space, also called the tristimulus space. The RGB cube is a common 
hardware-based model in which the device tristimulus colors are driven directly by the 
color vector components. 
 
Based upon a left-handed Cartesian coordinate system, the RGB model forms a cube with 
x, y, and z axes as G, B, and R respectively as shown in Fig. 3.2(a). Black is at the origin,  
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while white is at the corner farthest from the origin. The line connecting these two points 
represents the gray scale, at colors where r = b = g. Other significant corners are the 
primary  colors (red, green and blue), and the secondary  colors  (cyan, magenta, and 
yellow). An RGB image consists of three component images, and each color pixel is 
defined as a three-component vector from the origin. Usually the RGB values are 
normalized to be in the range [0, 1], instead of the range [0, 255] commonly used to 
represent a color value from a digital camera. To represent all three color values, each 
pixel needs a total of 24 bits. The 24-bit RGB model allows for (2
8)
3 = 16,777,216 
different colors. Fig. 3.2(b) shows an approximate representation of these colors in three 
exterior surfaces of the RGB cube.  
 
 
(a) 
 
 
 
(b) 
Fig. 3.2. (a) The RGB coordinate system schematic, after Gonzalez and Woods (2002). (b) A color 
view of the RGB cube. 
 
 
3.2.2 The HSV and HSI color spaces 
 
While the RGB color model is good for supporting hardware, it is unnatural for humans; 
for example, it is difficult to understand how to “lighten” a color in RGB space. Humans  
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are more comfortable describing colors by hue, saturation and brightness. Hue represents 
the experience of pure color in terms of the dominant wavelength (e.g., red, orange, 
yellow, etc.). Saturation describes the degree to which a pure color is undiluted by white 
light (e.g. pink is diluted red), in other words, the dominance of the hue in the color. 
Brightness describes overall intensity or strength of light (e.g., dark pink vs. light pink). 
The HSV (hue, saturation, value) and HSI (hue, saturation, intensity) color models make 
use of these human response descriptions to represent color information. An advantage of 
both models is that the brightness or intensity component is separated from the color 
information, which is represented by the hue and saturation components. We are 
interested in a color space that better describes human color perception because license 
plates are designed with human readability in mind. Therefore, the discrimination 
between color characters and background will be easier in a color or measurement space 
that expresses dissimilarities in color (or distances) as perceived by human beings.  
 
The HSV color space spans a hexcone or a six-sided pyramid in a cylindrical coordinate 
system [Foley et al., 1995], as shown in Fig. 3.3(a). The RGB corners are aligned at the 
top of the hexcone, where V = 1. The primary colors (red, green, and blue) are separated 
by 120°. Note that not all the colors at V = 1 have the same perceived brightness. The 
hue, H, is the angle around the vertical axis measured from red at 0°. Saturation, S, is 
measured as the distance from the vertical axis: the closer to the center the more diluted 
or desaturated is the color, and vice versa. The colors on the vertical axis, at S = 0, are 
fully desaturated and constitute the gray scale, matching the principal diagonal in the 
RGB cube. At S = 0 the hue is not relevant and is therefore undefined. Black is at the 
origin, where V = 0 and S = 0, and white is the point at V = 1, S = 0. The plane at V=1 in 
HSV space (the top of the hexcone) corresponds to a projection of the RGB cube along 
its principal diagonal. Fig. 3.3(b) shows a color schematic for the HSV model where the 
concepts explained above are more clearly appreciated. Since saturation is usually the 
hardest of the three components to visualize, a dissection from the HSV cone is shown in 
Fig. 3.3(c).  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Fig. 3.3. (a) HSV color model after Foley et al. (1995). (b) HSV schematic and (c) saturation vs. value, 
from Scientific Visualization (2004). 
 
The conversion from RGB values in the range [0,1] to HSV is given by: 
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The HSI (hue, saturation, intensity) color model is also defined in cylindrical space as a 
three-sided, pyramid like structure [Gonzalez & Woods, 1992] shown in Fig. 3.4. Hue is 
measured by the angle around the vertical axis from red at 0° (although other HSI models 
have blue at 0°). The primary and secondary colors are arranged counter-clockwise in the 
middle plane in the following order: red, yellow, green, cyan, blue and magenta, just like 
in the HSV model. Saturation is measured radially from the vertical axis, and the fully 
saturated hues are at S=1,  I=0.5. Again, not all colors in this plane have the same 
brightness [Foley et al., 1995].  Black is located at the lower tip of the pyramid structure, 
I = 0, and white is at the upper tip, I = 1.  
 
 
Fig. 3.4.  HSI triangle and HSI color solid, after Gonzalez and Woods (1992).  
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The HSI model components are computed from the RGB color cube by:  
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These equations are derived from the geometry of both the HSI and the RGB color 
models, as shown by Gonzalez and Woods (1992). 
 
 
3.2.3  The 1976 CIE L*a*b* uniform color space 
 
Neither the RGB nor the HSV/HSI models are perceptually uniform color spaces. The 
1976 CIE (Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage) L*a*b* model provides a color 
space where measured and perceived color differences are approximately equal. It is 
regarded as the most accurate color model, but is unsuitable for most hardware 
applications. In 1931 the CIE introduced the element of standardization of the 
illumination source and the observer. The CIE has defined several standard light sources 
for describing color, such as the CIE Source A, which is a tungsten-filament lamp 
operating at a color temperature of 2854 K. The recommended standard illumination 
sources A, B, and C sufficed until new illuminants were introduced in 1965 due to the 
increased use of fluorescent whitening agents. The most important of these is Illuminant 
D65 (for average natural daylight with correlated color temperature of 6500 K), which is 
used in this work. Each light source or illuminant has corresponding reference white 
tristimulus values. The 1965 CIE recommendation states, “For general use in colorimetry 
illuminants A and D65 should suffice” [Billmeyer & Saltzman, 1981]. The CIE standard  
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observers are an average based upon experiments with people with normal color vision. 
In 1931 the CIE standard observer was defined to use only the fovea, which covers about 
a 2° angle of vision. In 1964 a supplementary standard observer, using a 10° area on the 
retina, was introduced.  
 
The 1931 CIE primary color coordinate system defines three monochromatic primaries at 
wavelengths 700 nm for red, 546.1 nm for green and 435.8 nm for blue. Experimental 
color matching resulted in the development of tristimulus curves that define the primary 
system. The spectrum lights are matched by combining positive and negative amounts of 
the three primary lights. In order to eliminate negative numbers amongst the tristimulus 
values, the CIE developed the XYZ standard artificial primary coordinate system through 
a mathematical transformation of the standard observer data [Pratt, 2001, p.67].  
 
A two-dimensional map of colors can be obtained by computing the chromaticity 
coordinates, also known as the trichromatic coefficients. The CIE chromaticity 
coordinates x, y, and z are the ratios of the corresponding tristimulus values X, Y, and Z 
by their sum X+Y+Z. The sum of the chromaticity coordinates is unity, and therefore only 
two of them are needed to describe each color. Fig. 3.5 shows the CIE x, y chromaticity 
diagram, where the horseshoe line is usually referred to as the spectral locus and the 
straight line connecting the endpoints of the horseshoe is known as the non-spectral "line 
of purples".  
 
XYZ values may be obtained from RGB information by a linear transformation shown in 
Eq. 3.3. The components of the transformation matrix, M, are computed based on the 
chromaticity coordinates of the RGB primary set, xk, yk, zk. Eq. 3.4 shows the two-step 
procedure for computing the RGB to XYZ transformation matrix. First the colorimetric 
weighting coefficients a1, a2, a3 are computed and then the RGB to XYZ conversion 
matrix may be obtained. Tables for chromaticity coordinates for a variety of standards as 
well as the tristimulus values for several reference whites are available in [Pratt, 2001, 
p.69]. 
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Fig. 3.5. Chromaticity diagram for the CIE XYZ artificial primary coordinate system, from [Glynn, 
2004]. 
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The RGB-XYZ transformation matrix used in this work for Illuminant D65 with a 2° 
observer and the CIE RGB chromaticity coordinates is given in Eq. 3.5. 
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The 1976 CIE L*a*b* color coordinate system was developed to represent equal changes 
in the chromaticity coordinates for equal noticeable changes in perceived hue and 
saturation of color in agreement with the Munsell color system. In other words, a fixed 
Euclidean distance in L*a*b* space represents a fixed perceptual distance, independent 
of the relative position in the space. The three components for the CIE L*a*b* space are 
luminosity (L*), red/green axis (a*) and yellow/blue axis (b*). L* has range [0, 100] 
from black to white. Axis a* runs from (+a*) red to (-a*) green, while axis b* runs from 
(+b*) yellow to (-b*) blue as shown in Fig. 3.6(a). The chromatic axes are analogous to 
Hering’s opponent-colors theory, where red, green, yellow and blue are considered the 
psychological primaries in human color perception [Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982]. A diagram 
of the L*a*b* color gamut with respect to CIE standard illuminant D65 is shown in Fig. 
3.6(b). 
 
The L*a*b* color space is derived via a non-linear transformation from the XYZ space. 
The color coordinates are computed as follows: 
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The terms X0, Y0 and Z0 stand for the tristimulus values of the reference white. For a 2° 
observer the standard illuminant D65 reference white values are X0 = 95.05, Y0 = 100.00, 
and Z0 = 108.90 [Pratt, 2001, p.69]. In summary, to convert an RGB image to L*a*b* it  
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is first necessary to perform the RGB to XYZ linear transformation, followed by XYZ to 
L*a*b* conversion and vice versa. 
 
(a)  (b) 
Fig. 3.6. (a) Chromaticity plane in L*a*b* system. Saturation is measured as the distance from the 
origin and hue as the angle from +a*. (b) L*a*b gamut display from a 300° hue view, from 
[Lindbloom, 2004]. 
 
 
3.3 Segmentation techniques 
 
The decomposition of license plate images into spatially coherent regions in which the 
characters are distinguished from the background is an image segmentation problem. 
Image segmentation has an extensive literature, and we review some of the most relevant 
strategies next. Most of the literature is dedicated to the segmentation of gray-scale 
images. Color image segmentation algorithms are usually generalized versions of the 
gray-scale algorithms. 
 
Haralick and Shapiro (1985) classify image segmentation techniques into clustering 
(measurement or spatial), linkage region growing, and split and merge schemes. 
Measurement-guided spatial clustering is the image segmentation technique chosen for 
this problem because the feature vectors are defined over color measurement spaces. 
Region growing schemes are avoided because they are the most prone to unwanted 
region merge errors, which is already a natural tendency of the low contrast, busy 
background special US license plates conforming our problem space. Split and merge  
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techniques are better at avoiding region merge errors, but are characterized by large 
memory usage and blocky region boundaries. Also, character regions are only a few 
pixels wide and subject to severe image noise.   
 
Clustering procedures that compare each pixel to every other pixel in the image are 
avoided because of the inherently large computation times. Univariate (one-dimensional) 
histogram mode seeking (or thresholding) techniques are a fast alternative since they 
require only one pass through the data. They are usually applied to monochromatic data 
and consist in finding histogram peaks and valleys to determine thresholds for 
segmentation. Luminance and RGB univariate histograms are illustrated in Fig. 3.7. 
Ohlander’s recursive scheme, described in [Haralick & Shapiro, 1985], identifies 
histogram modes, determines their thresholds, and labels pixels accordingly. Binary 
masks are generated for each connected component and pushed onto a stack. One by one 
the masks are popped off the stack, applied to the image, and the corresponding 
histogram is computed. The entire process is repeated until the histograms are unimodal 
for all masks.  
 
For RGB color images, individual red, green and blue histograms may be considered for 
thresholding. Ohlander et al. (1978) suggested a multiple histogram thresholding scheme 
using nine histograms from RGB, YIQ (NTSC) and HSI values. Ohta et al. (1980) 
introduced the use of RGB linear combinations as color features that serve as an 
approximation to a K-L transform. Tominaga (1986) experimented with recursive 
thresholding in a different measurement space by using hue, value and saturation 
histograms. Later, Tominaga (1990) transformed images to the CIE L*a*b* uniform 
color space and performed principal component analysis to generate a new feature space 
for the histograms. 
 
Multidimensional histogram clustering represents another alternative for color 
segmentation, although it is more difficult than multiple univariate histogram clustering. 
This method is feasible for the problem at hand because for any individual color space 
the feature vectors have only three dimensions. It is believed that the simultaneous  
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consideration of all features for measurement will produce results closer to those of 
human perception. Fig. 3.8 shows an example of a multidimensional histogram, where 
the axes are those of the RGB cube. The markers are displayed in the corresponding color 
and are sized proportionally to the color’s frequency count. 
 
 
Fig. 3.7. An image and its corresponding luminance histogram below it. To the right, from top to 
bottom, the image’s red, green and blue univariate histograms.  
 
Segmentation by clustering pixels attempts to organize image information into 
meaningful groups. Clustering is useful in image segmentation and pattern recognition 
problems because there is little prior information available, and unsupervised 
classification methods are necessary. Three choices need to be made when dealing with 
data clustering: feature selection (in our case choice of color space), distance measure 
definition, and type of clustering algorithm. Clustering algorithms may be classified into 
agglomerative clustering and divisive clustering. Our experiments include both 
approaches, and we analyze hierarchical agglomerative clustering first. Divisive  
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clustering is then considered via an analogous algorithm that iteratively divides the color 
space to form similarly colored clusters: color quantization. 
 
Fig. 3.8. Three-dimensional histogram of the RGB values of the 15-bit version of the image in Fig. 3.7 
 
 
3.3.1  Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering 
 
In agglomerative clustering we begin by considering each data item as a cluster on its 
own. A distance or dissimilarity measure defined for the measurement space is used to 
merge clusters recursively until a certain criterion is satisfied. A distance measure, d, 
must satisfy the following requirements in order to be considered a cluster dissimilarity 
coefficient [Lukasova, 1978]: 
 
1)  d(xi, xi) = 0, for i = 1, 2, …, n 
2)  d(xi, xj) ≥ 0, for i, j = 1, 2, …, n; i ≠ j 
3)  d(xi, xj) = d(xj, xi), for i, j = 1, 2, …, n 
4)  d(xi, xj) + d(xj, xk) ≥ d(xi, xk), for i, j, k = 1, 2, …, n 
 
These rules apply to the metric choices for both inter-object distance and inter-cluster 
distance measures.   
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Inter-object distance is the distance measurement between two objects (feature vectors) in 
consideration. As our data features are defined over some color space coordinate system, 
an intuitive choice for a metric is the Euclidean distance (Eq. 3.8), which is commonly 
used to evaluate the proximity of objects in two or three-dimensional space. Equations 
3.8-12 assume that x is a column vector with d components. 
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The Euclidean distance is a special case (p=2) of the Minkowski metric (Eq. 3.9).  
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Another special case of the Minkowski metric (p=1) is the City Block metric (Eq. 3.10): 
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If the distortion caused by the linear correlation among features is a concern, the 
following alternative metrics may be used. The Standardized Euclidean distance (Eq. 
3.11) multiplies the features by the inverse of the diagonal matrix D, which is formed by 
the corresponding variances vk
2 of each variable xk over the n patterns in the data set: 
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The Mahalanobis distance (Eq. 3.12) uses the sample covariance matrix of the patterns, 
Σ, so different weights are assigned to different features based on their variances and 
pairwise linear correlations. 
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The class-conditional densities are assumed to be unimodal and characterized by a 
multidimensional spread; in other words, the densities are multivariate Gaussian [Jain et 
al., 1999].  Since the distance measurements between clusters will be used extensively as 
the clustering algorithm progresses, it is very useful to pre-compute a similarity (or 
dissimilarity) matrix. This matrix is built from the n(n-1)/2 pairwise distance values for 
the n patterns and is stored as a symmetric matrix.  
 
Cluster linkage methods or algorithms differ in the choice of inter-cluster distance 
measurement,  D. Sneath & Sokal (1973) introduced the nearest-neighbor or single-
linkage algorithm where the distance between two clusters (R and S) is the minimum of 
the distances between all pairs of objects (ri, sj) from the two clusters: 
 
D(R, S) = min(d(ri, sj)),   for i = 1, …, nR and j = 1, …, nS (3.13) 
 
where nR is the number of objects in cluster R and nS is the number of objects in cluster S. 
King is credited in [Jain et al., 1999] for the furthest-neighbor or complete-linkage 
algorithm. Here the inter-cluster distance is defined as the largest or maximum of the 
pairwise distances between objects in the two clusters: 
 
D(R, S) = max(d(ri, sj)),   for i = 1, …, nR and j = 1, …, nS (3.14) 
 
A similar method, known as the average-linkage or group average method uses the 
average distance between all pairs of objects in cluster R and cluster S: 
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Sokal and Michener are given credit in [Lukasova, 1978] for the centroid or weight group 
method where the distance between centroids of the two clusters is used: 
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The Ward algorithm aims for minimum inner-cluster variance by using the incremental 
sum of squares as the inter-cluster distance. The increase in the total within-group sum of 
squares as a result of joining clusters R and S is given by 
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where Dcentroid is the centroid linkage distance defined in Eq. 3.16. The within-group sum 
of squares is defined as the sum of squares of the distance between all objects in the 
cluster and the centroid of the cluster.  
 
Hierarchical agglomerative clustering methods make use of the definitions of inter-object 
and inter-cluster distance measures to produce a nested series of partitions or similarity 
tree as shown in Fig. 3.9(a). Each point (or object) starts out as a cluster by itself. The 
inter-object distance (in this example, Euclidean) between each point is computed and 
stored in a similarity matrix.  The points are iteratively paired up into binary clusters 
(clusters containing two objects) according to the inter-cluster distance or linkage method 
of choice (in this example nearest-neighbor). A dendrogram is a schematic representation 
of the nested groupings of objects and similarity levels, as shown in Fig. 3.9(b). The 
dendrogram displays the hierarchy of clusters and their inter-cluster distances. Different 
numbers of clusters may be selected by choosing different similarity levels in the 
dendrogram. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.9(b) where the dotted horizontal line marks a 
similarity level of choice, and the three resulting clusters are indicated by dotted 
perimeters in Fig. 3.9(a). 
 
Different clustering solutions will be generated from the different choices of inter-object 
and inter-cluster distance measures. It is therefore necessary to quantitatively evaluate 
each clustering solution to determine the best combination of such distance measures. 
The Cophenetic correlation coefficient [Everitt, 1992, p. 108] compares the distance 
information from the original similarity matrix with that of the hierarchical cluster tree. It 
serves as a function to measure the distortion of the classification proposed by the 
clustering algorithm. Thus, the cophenetic correlation coefficient may be used to compare  
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alternative clustering solutions obtained by different clustering algorithms resulting from 
the inter-object and inter-cluster distance choices. 
 
(a) 
(b) 
Fig. 3.9 (a) Points clustered via hierarchical agglomerative clustering with Euclidean distance and 
single linkage and (b) the corresponding dendrogram. 
 
Assuming that the original similarity matrix is stored in a symmetric matrix Y and the 
cluster tree distance information in a matrix Z, the cophenetic (product-moment) 
correlation coefficient (CPCC) is defined by Eq. 3.18: 
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where Yij is the distance between objects i and j in Y, Zij is the distance between objects i 
and j in Z, and y and z are the means of Y and Z, respectively. The CPCC helps assess 
the global fit of dendrograms to the original similarity matrix. The closer the coefficient 
value is to unity, the better the fit given by the clustering solution. This clustering 
algorithm was applied to the license plate images in the RGB and HSV color spaces. The 
results are documented in Section 3.4.2. 
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3.3.2  Minimum-Variance Color Quantization 
 
Divisive clustering, or clustering by splitting, first regards all data samples as belonging 
to a single cluster, and then splits it recursively based on an inter-cluster distance measure 
until a certain criterion is satisfied. Jain et al. (1999) regard vector quantization as a term 
more or less synonymous to that of data clustering. In this work we refer particularly to 
the problem of color quantization. The goal of color quantization is to reduce the number 
of colors in an image (usually 24-bit RGB) to a relatively small palette with as little 
degradation in visual quality as possible. The problem is usually divided into two parts: 
the selection of the optimal color palette and the optimal mapping of each image pixel to 
a palette color [Fredrick, 1992]. Color quantization is relevant to our problem, because 
radically reducing the number of colors in an image is analogous to the process of 
forming clusters in color space. In such a scenario both the result of the color 
quantization algorithm and the color space clustering algorithm may be delivered in the 
form of an indexed image, which is an array holding integer values corresponding to 
indices in a color map or palette (Fig. 3.10).  
 
 
 (a)  (b)  (c) 
Fig. 3.10. (a) Indexed image, (b) color map, and (c) image displayed with the appropriate color map. 
 
A vector (or block) quantizer is formally defined as a mapping, q, which assigns each k-
dimensional input vector, x  = (x0, …, xk-1), a reproduction vector, x ˆ  = q(x). The 
reproduction vector belongs to a finite reproduction alphabet, A ˆ  = {y1, …,yN}, where N 
is the alphabet’s cardinality. The quantizer, q, implements the partition S = {S1, …, SN} of 
the input vector space into disjoint sets Si = {x: q(x) = yi} composed of all input vectors  
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mapped to the i
th reproduction vector, also called codeword [Linde et al., 1980]. In color 
quantization the input vectors are usually points in a three-dimensional color space, and 
the reproduction alphabet is referred to as a color palette or color map. 
 
Color quantization may be performed in a variety of ways. The simplest approach is that 
of uniform quantization, where the RGB cube (or any color space in use for that matter) 
is split into equal-sized boxes (smaller cubes). Usually an implementation of uniform 
quantization will require the desired box size or total number of boxes to be specified 
beforehand. The algorithm then splits the RGB cube evenly without any attention to the 
particular distribution of colors in the image (Fig. 3.11). After the cube is divided, the 
boxes are indexed, and all pixels contained within them acquire the corresponding index 
number. The new quantized colors are computed from the center of each box, each 
becoming an entry in the color map. All the pixels contained in each box will adopt the 
corresponding color map entry in the quantized version of the image.  
 
 
(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Fig. 3.11. Uniform quantization examples in (a) the RGB cube and (b) the RG plane (B=0). 
 
Better quantization algorithms are available, where the visual degradation of the 
quantized images is reduced. One such example is the median-cut algorithm introduced 
by Heckbert (1982), where the number of desired boxes, N, is entered as input. This 
algorithm starts out by tightly enclosing the pixels in the RGB cube, in order to reduce 
the number of initial possible colors. Obviously, the size of this initial box is image-
dependent. The algorithm proceeds to find the largest dimension of the box. The  
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contained pixels are then sorted along this dimension in order to find the median, at 
which point the box is split. The boxes in this algorithm are allowed to be rectangular and 
of different sizes. The resulting partitions are shrunk tightly around the pixels they 
enclose and the procedure is repeated recursively until N boxes are generated.  Finally the 
color palette is determined by averaging the points enclosed in each box.  
 
Various quantization algorithms attempt to minimize the total squared error (TSE) 
between the original pixels and colors assigned from a color map. TSE minimization is 
necessarily optimal in empirical subjective measures of image quality, but it does provide 
a measure for optimality that is used in various quantization algorithms like the Linde-
Buzo-Green (LBG) vector quantizer [Linde et al., 1980]. This algorithm starts out with 
an initial approximate alphabet (color palette), A0,  usually obtained via uniform 
quantization. The initial alphabet is iteratively adapted to reduce (or at least preserve) the 
TSE at each step. Thus, the algorithm converges to a minimum TSE. Unfortunately, the 
LBG algorithm has a high computational cost, as each iteration performs O(MN) 
computations, where M is the number of pixels in the image and N is the number of 
desired clusters. Furthermore, the algorithm’s performance is sensitive to the choice of 
initial alphabet and usually converges to a local, not to a global TSE minimum.   
 
Some quantization algorithms attempt to minimize the TSE by minimizing the variance 
of the color clusters, as shown in the example in Fig. 3.12. An example of a minimum-
variance quantizer is presented by Orchard & Bouman (1991). In this algorithm the 
clusters are split by a plane perpendicular to the direction where variation is greatest, 
passing through the cluster mean. The direction with greatest variation is determined by 
finding the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the cluster’s 
covariance matrix. This algorithm takes a greedy approach to TSE reduction by splitting 
the cluster with the largest principal eigenvector before other clusters in the same 
quantization level, thus reducing the cluster variance (proportional to the TSE) as much 
as possible in each step.  
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Fig. 3.12. Example of minimum-variance quantization in the BG plane, R=255. 
 
The results of minimum variance quantization are better than those of uniform 
quantization because the actual image color distribution statistics are taken into account. 
More color map entries are allocated to densely populated areas in the color space, and 
fewer entries are allocated to infrequent colors, thus achieving higher color accuracy in 
the quantized image. Uniform quantization algorithms are inherently faster than 
minimum-variance ones; however, Orchard & Bouman (1991) achieved a time 
complexity of N log2 M where N is the number of pixels in the image and M the number 
of desired clusters. This is done by using a binary tree structure for the partitioning, and 
cleverly updating the cluster statistics at each split operation. Wu’s (1991) efficient 
implementation of the minimum-variance quantizer (the code is available in [Haines, 
2003]) is used for all experiments documented in section 3.4. 
 
 
3.4 Experimental Results 
 
Feature selection is an important aspect of statistical pattern recognition that has been 
thoroughly studied. However, in the context of image segmentation the learning is of an 
unsupervised nature, due to the fact that previous class labels for the patterns in the data 
set are non-existent. Thus, feature selection in image segmentation is of necessity an ad 
hoc process, based on the experimental results presented in this section. First we 
introduce the results of the hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm with the  
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license plate pixel information in the RGB and HSV color spaces. Then color 
quantization in the RGB and HSV color spaces is performed, where the approximate 
clustering results are a trade-off for speed in computations. Although the segmentation 
results are good in both of these color spaces, the CIE L*a*b* uniform color space is 
evaluated in an attempt to better address color differences on the basis of human 
perception, as license plates are designed primarily for human readability. Finally, 
principal component analysis is applied in each color space, prior to quantization, in 
order to enhance cluster separation. 
 
3.4.1  Pre-processing steps 
 
The license plate regions extracted following the procedure in Section 2.5 underwent a 
few pre-processing steps prior to the application of the character segmentation 
techniques. The pre-processing steps are outlined here based on a standard-issue license 
plate sample shown in Fig. 3.13. This image has a 24-bit depth (8 bits per color) and its 
color distribution in the RGB cube is also shown in Fig. 3.13. This diagram displays the 
points in their original color value. The color frequency count is not represented in this 
diagram. In order to reduce the total number of points to cluster, the image was pre-
quantized by dropping the 3 least significant bits from each color. This procedure is 
commonly used to reduce the number of colors with very low frequency, and the 
resulting 15-bit image (5 bits per color) suffers very little degradation, as shown in Fig. 
3.14. The accompanying histogram better illustrates the effect of pre-quantization. In this 
histogram the marker size is relative to the frequency count of each color. 
 
At this point, close examination of the license plate image revealed color artifacts that 
were thought to have originated from the JPEG compression performed by the acquisition 
camera. More specifically, the edge pixels showed interpolated colors that could 
inversely affect the clustering results. To test this hypothesis, extra samples were 
acquired in the camera’s highest quality setting, which produces raw, uncompressed TIFF 
images. Nevertheless, the chromatic aberrations in the edges were still present. Therefore,  
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it is concluded that the origin of such aberrations is the inherent error of the Bayer array 
interpolation in digital cameras. 
 
Fig. 3.13 A sample standard-issue license plate 24-bit image in the top-right corner, and its 
corresponding color distribution in RGB space. 
 
Fig. 3.14. The sample license plate from Figure 3.11 pre-quantized to 15-bits, and its corresponding 
multidimensional histogram in RGB space (the marker size is relative to the color frequency).  
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A magnified view of a section in Fig. 3.15(a) is shown in (b) where the interpolated 
colors are clearly present around the character edges. In order to exclude these 
aberrations, the license plate image was converted to gray-scale (c) and run through a 
Sobel edge operator, the result of which was binarized with a very low threshold (d). The 
identified edge pixels were then removed from consideration. The resulting histogram is 
shown in Fig. 3.15(e), where the removal of these edge colors is better appreciated. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b)  (c) 
 
(d) 
 
(e) 
Fig. 3.15. (a) 15-bit image and (b) magnified section. (c) Gray-scale image and (d) binarized result 
from edge detection. (e) Histogram excluding edge pixels. 
 
 
3.4.2  Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering in RGB and HSV 
 
The hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm described in section 3.3.1 is applied 
to the license plate pixel values in the RGB color space. One final pre-processing step 
involved the sampling of every second row in the image in order to reduce the clustering 
computing times for each experiment, as shown in Fig. 3.16. This algorithm is divided  
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into two parts: the building of the similarity matrix and the iterative linkage operations. A 
comparison of computation times is shown in Table 3.1, where the exponential nature of 
the clustering algorithm time complexity is best exemplified.  
 
 
Fig. 3.16. License plate image sampled at every second row. 
 
Table 3.1. Average computation times (in seconds) for the hierarchical agglomerative clustering 
algorithm applied to license plate images (43x75 pixels) in the test computer. 
  All rows Every second row 
Similarity matrix  296 3 
Linkage  913 112 
Total  1209 115 
 
 
Hierarchical agglomerative clustering results in different algorithms depending on the 
choice of the inter-object and the inter-cluster distance definitions. The experimental 
results presented in this section include all pairwise combinations of the reviewed 
similarity definitions in search for the optimal parameter selection for segmenting the 
license plate characters. The results include the dendrogram of the top 30 nodes of the 
hierarchical cluster tree, as well as sample image display results with different choices for 
final number of clusters.  
 
Nearest Neighbor (Single-Linkage) Clustering Results 
 
The nearest neighbor (single-linkage) method proved to be the most inefficient of inter-
cluster distance choices. The clustering results are not representative of the input image 
(Fig. 3.16) main colors independent of the choice of inter-object distance definition (Fig. 
3.17 and Fig. 3.19). Since the distance between two clusters is defined as the minimum of 
the distances between all pairs of objects belonging to each cluster, the nearest neighbor 
algorithm suffers from the chaining effect [Hartigan, 1975]. Objects that are far apart in 
measurement space are linked together by a chain of close objects. Thus, points that 
would otherwise be considered outliers act as a bridge between clusters. This effect is 
clearly appreciated in all the dendrograms resulting from nearest neighbor linkage. There  
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are certain situations where elongated clusters may be desirable, but in this application 
the use of the single linkage clustering algorithm did not provide useful results.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5 clusters 
 
 
30 clusters 
 
Fig. 3.17. Nearest neighbor linkage with Euclidean inter-object distance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
30 clusters 
Fig. 3.18. Nearest neighbor linkage with City Block inter-object distance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
30 clusters 
Fig. 3.19. Nearest neighbor linkage with Standardized Euclidean inter-object distance. 
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30 clusters 
Fig. 3.20. Nearest neighbor linkage with Mahalanobis inter-object distance. 
 
Furthest Neighbor (Complete-Linkage) Clustering Results 
 
Hierarchical agglomerative clustering with furthest neighbor (complete-linkage) inter-
cluster distance is a more promising method for color image segmentation. The results of 
the four different inter-object distance measures paired up with complete linkage are 
shown in Figs. 21-24. It can be easily observed that the dendrogram shapes are quite 
different from those produced by single-linkage. The furthest neighbor linkage produces 
compact clusters that are more tightly bound, because the merging criteria considers the 
maximum of the pairwise object distances between two clusters. Thus, there is no 
chaining effect, as with the single-linkage algorithm. Also, this set of examples better 
expresses the subtle differences amongst the clustering solutions when using different 
inter-object distance definitions.  As expected, the City Block distance measure produces 
the poorest results, because it is the worst approximation to the distance between objects 
in color space. The Euclidean distance performs better than the others in the case of two-
cluster selection, while the Standardized Euclidean and Mahalanobis distance measures 
perform better when selecting three or four clusters. The quality of the clustering solution 
is judged here by the separation of characters from background as well as the absence of 
gaps within each character (a very important characteristic for future connected 
component analysis). 
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6 clusters 
Fig. 3.21. Furthest neighbor linkage with Euclidean inter-object distance. 
 
 
 
2 clusters 
 
 
3 clusters 
 
 
6 clusters 
Fig. 3.22. Furthest neighbor linkage with City Block inter-object distance. 
 
 
 
2 clusters 
 
 
4 clusters 
 
 
6 clusters 
Fig. 3.23. Furthest neighbor linkage with Standardized Euclidean inter-object distance. 
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4 clusters 
Fig. 3.24. Furthest neighbor linkage with Mahalanobis inter-object distance. 
 
Group Average Clustering Results 
 
The group average distance definition represents a middle ground between the nearest 
and furthest neighbor linkage methods. It is computed by averaging the pairwise 
distances between objects in each of the two clusters to be merged. The result succeeds in 
avoiding the nearest neighbor chain effect, but the formed clusters are not as compact as 
those generated by the furthest neighbor approach. This flexibility explains the 
unexpected merging of the red from the license plate characters with the bright blue from 
the heading in the City Block and Standardized Euclidean three-cluster cases (Fig. 3.26 
and Fig. 3.27, respectively). In the case of the Mahalanobis distance (Fig. 3.28) the red 
from the characters is merged with the background. Intuitively, the grayish background 
could be considered a closer match to the blue than to the red, and based on these results 
it seems like the group average approach does not match human color perception unless 
paired up with the Euclidean distance (Fig. 3.25).  
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Fig. 3.25. Group average linkage with Euclidean inter-object distance. 
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Fig. 3.26. Group average linkage with City Block inter-object distance. 
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Fig. 3.27. Group average linkage with Standardized Euclidean inter-object distance. 
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Fig. 3.28. Group average linkage with Mahalanobis inter-object distance. 
 
Centroid Linkage Clustering Results 
 
The Centroid linkage method for clustering is probably the most intuitive of all 
approaches covered in this work. The inter-cluster distance is determined by the distance 
between the means of each cluster. This gives the clusters a gravitational quality, as it is 
the distance from their cores that determines a merge.  The resulting clusters are not as 
compact as those generated by the furthest neighbor approach. Thus, some results are 
similar to those of the group average linkage. For example, in the cases of Euclidean and 
Standardized Euclidean distance (Fig. 3.29 and Fig. 3.31), the same problem of merging 
red with blue occurs. However, both the City Block and Mahalanobis (Fig. 3.30 and Fig. 
3.32) distances yield results consistent with our perception of color. Furthermore, the 
Mahaloanobis distance renders the best characters for connected component analsysis. 
 
 
 
3 clusters 
 
 
4 clusters 
 
 
5 clusters 
Fig. 3.29. Centroid linkage with Euclidean inter-object distance.  
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Fig. 3.30. Centroid linkage with City Block inter-object distance. 
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Fig. 3.31. Centroid linkage with Standardized Euclidean inter-object distance. 
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Fig. 3.32. Centroid linkage with Mahalanobis inter-object distance. 
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Ward Linkage Clustering Results 
 
The final set of experiments in clustering with RGB is performed using the Ward linkage. 
This inter-cluster definition yields very high dissimilarity values that may be observed in 
the y-axis of the dendrograms of the Euclidean and City Block distance metrics. Such 
length between cluster merges in the similarity tree may make it easier to automatically 
pick a final number of clusters. Although the results from Figs. 3.33-35 may not look 
very promising, the Ward linkage seems to pair best with the Mahalanobis distance, as 
may be seen in Fig. 3.36. The perceptual difference between reds and blues is well 
expressed even in the two-cluster case.  
 
 
 
2 clusters 
 
 
3 clusters 
 
 
4 clusters 
Fig. 3.33. Ward linkage with Euclidean inter-object distance. 
 
 
 
2 clusters 
 
 
3 clusters 
 
 
4 clusters 
Fig. 3.34. Ward linkage with City Block inter-object distance. 
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Fig. 3.35. Ward linkage with Standardized Euclidean inter-object distance. 
 
 
 
2 clusters 
 
 
3 clusters 
 
 
4 clusters 
Fig. 3.36. Ward linkage with Mahalanobis inter-object distance. 
 
 
Comparative Results 
 
The different linkage choices for hierarchical agglomerative clustering are better 
illustrated via the use of three-dimensional plots. Fig. 3.37 shows the four-cluster solution 
for the furthest neighbor, group average, centroid, and Ward linkage with Euclidean 
inter-object distance. All points are displayed in colors representative of their 
membership. Fig. 3.37(a) corresponds to the furthest neighbor approach, where the 
clusters are more compact than in the rest of the examples. This is consistent with the 
inter-cluster distance definition as mentioned previously. Fig. 3.37(b) shows the four-
cluster solution with group average linkage. Here the red cluster is longer than in (a), 
thanks to the flexibility of the inter-cluster distance definition. The results for centroid  
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linkage in Fig. 3.37(c) are very similar for the red cluster. However, it is important to 
note that the large amount of data points in the light gray cluster act as a gravitational 
force on the nearby data points, extending the cluster to a larger area than in any of the 
other examples. Finally, the Ward linkage depicted in Fig. 3.37(d) demonstrates the most 
peculiar behavior. What would be the black cluster in the other examples is non-existent, 
and the points are now merged into the red cluster. A different, pink like cluster is 
generated instead. This is because neither the red nor the blue cluster are allowed too 
large of a variance, thus generating the need for grouping the in between points in a 
different cluster.  
 
 
(a)  (b) 
(c)  (d) 
Fig. 3.37. RGB cube clustering results for Euclidean distance in (a) furthest neighbor, (b) group 
average, (c) centroid, and (d) Ward linkage. 
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Now that the difference in linkage methods has been illustrated, we analyze the clustering 
solutions obtained from the combination of these linkage methods with different inter-
object distance measures. The evaluation of each clustering solution so far has been based 
on subjective points of view: separation of characters from background, perceptually 
similar/dissimilar color cluster merging/splitting, and the presence of gaps in the 
characters. Fortunately, there are statistical measures like the cophenetic correlation 
coefficient [Everitt, 1992, p. 108], that are able to evaluate the clustering solutions 
quantitatively for easier comparison. This measure expresses how close the original data 
distribution is to the assigned hierarchical cluster structure. The magnitude of the 
coefficient should be close to one for a high quality solution.  
Table  3.2 shows the cophenetic coefficients for the different distance and linkage 
combinations. 
 
Table 3.2. Cophenetic Correlation Coefficients for the different clustering solutions. 
 
Euclidean City  Block 
Standardized 
Euclidean Mahalanobis 
Nearest Neighbor  0.5965 0.5963 0.6286  0.6755 
Furthest Neighbor  0.8110 0.7693 0.8155  0.7575 
Group Average  0.8090 0.8165 0.8215  0.8657 
Centroid  0.8002 0.8171 0.7947  0.8419 
Ward   0.7355 0.6488 0.7327  0.6995 
 
 
According to this comparative table, the best quality solution was delivered by the 
combination of group average linkage with the Mahalanobis distance. Subjectively, the 
results of this combination are very good, and the averaged representative cluster colors 
are quite representative of the original distribution (Fig. 3.28). However, some of the 
subjective judgments discussed previously fail to match the cluster solution quality 
expressed via the cophenetic coefficients. For example, although perceptually the Ward 
linkage and Mahalanobis distance combination yielded very good results, statistically the 
tree structure is below the average of the other methods. This suggests that in the selected 
measurement space, the distance between certain colors does not match proportionally 
with perceptual color differences.  
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Most of the inconsistencies observed in the RGB clustering results were related to 
perceptually different hues being grouped into the same cluster. The hue, saturation and 
value (HSV) color space was therefore thought to have a closer resemblance to the color 
differences of human perception. All pairwise combinations of inter-object and inter-
cluster distance experiments were run again with the license plate image transformed to 
the HSV space. The results were insignificantly different from those obtained using the 
RGB cube as the measurement space. For completeness, the results from combining all 
linkage methods (except nearest neighbor, for obvious reasons) with the Euclidean 
distance are presented in Figs. 3.38-41. The Euclidean definition for inter-object distance 
is used because it is the most intuitive metric for three dimensional measurement spaces.  
 
 
2 clusters 
 
 
3 clusters 
 
 
4 clusters 
Fig. 3.38. Furthest neighbor linkage with Euclidean distance. 
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3 clusters 
 
 
4 clusters 
Fig. 3.39. Group average linkage with Euclidean distance. 
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4 clusters 
Fig. 3.40. Centroid linkage with Euclidean distance. 
 
 
2 clusters 
 
 
3 clusters 
 
 
4 clusters 
Fig. 3.41. Ward linkage with Euclidean distance. 
 
The quality of the results obtained from clustering in the HSV color space does not 
improve on those obtained in RGB. The most significant difference is best observed in 
the furthest neighbor (Fig. 3.38) and centroid (Fig. 3.40) linkage examples, where the 
characters are thinner than usual. While thin characters may be advantageous for certain 
OCR algorithms, the characters are too broken for proper segmentation via connected 
component analysis. Subjectively, the best results are observed in the group average four-
cluster case (Fig. 3.39). This evaluation does not coincide with the cophenetic coefficient 
results in Table 3.3. The reason behind this disagreement is that the HSV measurement 
space is not fully consistent with perceptual color differences.  
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Table 3.3. Cophenetic correlation coefficients for different linkage algorithms with Euclidean 
distance in the HSV color space. 
  Furthest Neighbor  Group Average Centroid  Ward 
Cophenetic Coefficient  0.8580 0.8179  0.8598  0.8185 
 
 
3.4.3  Color Quantization in RGB and HSI 
 
The experimental results obtained via hierarchical agglomerative clustering in both the 
RGB and HSV color spaces may be satisfactory, but the computation times are 
unacceptable for a realistic LPR system that is expected to deliver results within fractions 
of a second. Hence, divisive clustering in the form of color quantization is proposed as a 
faster approach to grouping the license plate image pixels into similarly colored groups. 
Most color quantization algorithms follow divisive clustering schemes, and start out 
considering all data points as a cluster itself. Then the cluster is split recursively, until the 
number of desired clusters is attained. While we would ultimately like to have two 
clusters only (background and foreground pixels), multi-colored backgrounds in special 
US license plates prevent such a solution. However, the reduction from thousands of 
colors to four or five may be good enough to solve the character segmentation problem. 
Since we are looking for such a small number of clusters, divisive clustering will require 
only a few iterations, resulting in faster computation times.  
 
First we perform experiments with minimum variance quantization in the RGB color 
space to ensure that the quality of the quantized images is comparable to that of a 
hierarchical agglomerative clustering solution. The images are not sampled at every 
second row as in the agglomerative clustering experiments, because the quantization 
processing time delivers results in a fraction of a second. Fig. 3.42 shows that three colors 
seem to be sufficient for the representation license plates with homogeneous 
backgrounds. Fig. 3.43 shows several chosen complex plates and the results of 
quantization into three and four colors. The use of an extra color for representation truly 
makes a difference in some of these plates, and drives us closer to a character 
segmentation solution. For example, the Virginia plate in the first column has leaves 
merging with the first and last characters in three colors, but this is no longer a problem  
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in the four-color representation. The Maine and Tennessee plates in the third and fourth 
columns, respectively, display the merging of characters with background objects even in 
the four-color cases. As observed by Rosenfeld and Kak (1982), abrupt changes in hue do 
not always produce sharp contours when brightness is constant. Better results are 
expected when performing minimum-variance quantization in the HSI color space. 
 
     
     
Fig. 3.42. Sample standard-issue license plates in the first row, and their 3 color quantized versions in 
the second row. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.43. Sample “problem” plates. First row: original images. Second row: Quantized to 3 colors. 
Third row: Quantized to 4 colors. 
 
The hue, saturation, and intensity (HSI) color model is considered in the next set of 
experiments because it is based on perceptual characteristics of color, as described in 
Section 3.2.2. Fig. 3.44 (a-d) shows the same set of license plates under consideration in 
Fig. 3.43, but this time the images were converted into HSI space. The three-color 
quantization results are displayed next to the original plate image. The histograms in HSI 
space are also included to better illustrate the color distribution in this measurement 
space. The Virginia plate, which needed four colors in RGB space in order for the first 
and last characters not to merge with the leaves in the background, exhibits proper  
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separation when quantized to three colors in the HSI space as shown in Fig. 3.44 (a). The 
quantization of the Pennsylvania plate in RGB and HSI spaces is very similar, but in the 
HSI case the characters are smoother, as shown in (b). Both the Maine and Tennessee 
plates, (c) and (d) respectively, are still problematic and the characters are sometimes 
merged with objects belonging to the background. While quantization in the HSI space 
did show better clustering solutions than those in the RGB space, there is still room for 
improvement. 
   
(a) 
 
(b) 
   
(c) 
 
(d) 
Fig. 3.44. License plate samples quantized in the HSI space to three clustes. The corresponding HIS 
histogram is shown underneath each example. 
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3.4.4  Color Quantization in CIE L*a*b* 
 
The CIE 1976 L*a*b* color difference equation is regarded as one of the most reliable 
for quantifying the perceived size of color differences between surface colors [McLaren, 
1976]. Thus the next set of quantization experiments was carried out in the CIE L*a*b* 
uniform color space, defined in Section 3.2.3. The sample license plate images were 
converted into the CIE XYZ space and then into L*a*b* coordinates prior to quantization. 
The quantization results presented here have L*a*b* space values but are displayed in 
RGB, therefore the colors are not visually consistent, but this is not relevant as we are 
mainly interested in the clustering results. Figures 3.45-48 show four different sample 
plates, their three and four color quantization results, and the corresponding histogram in 
L*a*b* color space.  
 
The most significant of the results shown above are those of the Tennessee plate in Fig. 
3.48. This is the first experiment in which the characters are properly separated from the 
background green and yellow objects in the middle of the plate. Both yellow and green 
points in the histogram are well separated from the rest of the distribution, which exhibits 
the closer similarity to human color perception in this space. It could be argued that both 
the Virginia and Pennsylvania samples (Fig. 3.45 and Fig. 3.46) have a better response to 
clustering in the HSI space, but the L*a*b* results are still good in the four-color 
quantization results. The Maine plate is still problematic, and experiments with larger 
number of clusters did not yield a complete separation between the characters and the 
background. This license plate is especially difficult because of the very low intensity 
values in the right corner area, where the ‘7’ and the ‘D’ are merged with an equally dark 
background color. 
 
Figs. 3.45-48 also include the display of the L*a*b* histograms. The shape of the color 
distribution in L*a*b* space is significantly different than that of the RGB and HSI color 
spaces. The long branches of data points are now replaced by more globular shapes that 
better match a uniform color distribution. However, quantization in this kind of  
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distribution may be harder, because the variation along the axes is not very significant. It 
may be of help to rotate the data points so as to align the coordinate axes with the largest 
possible variation via the Karhunen-Loéve (K-L) transform which is explored in the next 
section. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
Fig. 3.45 (a) Virginia license plate. L*a*b* (b) three-color and (c) four-color quantization. (d) 
Histogram in L*a*b* space. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
Fig. 3.46 (a) Pennsylvania license plate. L*a*b* (b) three-color and (c) four-color quantization. (d) 
Histogram in L*a*b* space. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
Fig. 3.47 (a) Maine license plate. L*a*b* (b) three-color and (c) four-color quantization. (d) 
Histogram in L*a*b* space. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
Fig. 3.48 (a) Tennessee license plate. L*a*b* (b) three-color and (c) four-color quantization. (d) 
Histogram in L*a*b* space. 
 
 
3.4.5  K-L and Color Quantization in RGB, HSV and CIE L*a*b* 
 
The Karhunen-Loéve (K-L) transform, also known as Principal Component Analysis, is 
usually applied to data sets in order to find the directions that best account for the data 
variation. By projecting the data into principial component space we attempt to enhance 
the arrangement of clusters in color space. The method starts by computing the mean 
vector, µ, which is used to compute the covariance matrix, Σ, for the full data set. Then 
the corresponding eigenvectors and eigenvalues are computed, and the eigenvectors are  
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sorted in decreasing order according to their corresponding eigenvalues. A matrix A is 
formed by concatenating the column eigenvectors into a d  ×  d matrix, where d 
corresponds to the data dimensionality. The data points (feature vectors) are then 
projected onto principal component coordinates by multiplying matrix A against every 
feature vector: x′ = A
T(x-µ). The plots in Figs. 3.49-3.51 show the effects of the K-L 
transform over the three different color space distributions for the Maine license plate in 
Fig. 3.43. The effects of the K-L transform are most significant in the L*a*b* 
transformed example. 
 
 (a)  (b) 
Fig. 3.49. Color distribution in (a) RGB and (b) K-L RGB. 
 
(a)  (b) 
Fig. 3.50. Color distribution in (a) HSI and (b) K-L HSI. 
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(a)  (b) 
Fig. 3.51. Color distribution in (a) L*a*b* and (b) K-L L*a*b*. 
 
The K-L transform was applied as a pre-processing step before quantization in RGB, HSI 
and L*a*b* color spaces for a variety of plates. The most significant results where 
obtained in the L*a*b* space, particularly when applied to the Maine plate from Fig. 
3.47. This image was quantized to different numbers of colors using this approach, and 
the results are shown in Fig. 3.52. 
 
 
(a)  (b)  (c) 
 
(d)  (e) 
Fig. 3.52. Quantization in K-L L*a*b*: (a) three, (b) four, (c) five, and (d) six colors, and (e) the 
character layer from (d). 
 
This figure shows the final clustering solution for the Maine plate from Fig. 3.43. None 
of the other approaches have been as successful as this one in separating the ‘7’ and ‘D’ 
characters on the right from the dark background elements. Fig. 3.52 (d) shows the result 
from the quantization into six colors. The color cluster containing the characters is better 
viewed in the Fig. 3.52(e), where all member pixels are depicted in white, and all non-
member pixels in black. Although a six-color quantization will not be necessary for most 
LPR problem instances, the case was explored in this particular plate for completion. The 
conclusion we arrive at through the various experimental approaches, is that the K-L 
transformed L*a*b* measurement space is the best candidate for color segmentation in  
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this application. One final post-processing step must be carried out first to fully extract 
the license plate characters from their backgrounds. 
 
 
3.4.6  Post-Processing 
 
The output of the hierarchical agglomerative clustering and the quantization algorithms is 
an indexed image and color map (or palette), as described in Section 3.3.2. These images 
contain a small number of colors, which may be separated to form as many different 
images. Multi-valued image decomposition [Jain & Yu, 1998] may be used to produce 
individual foreground images that can then go through a discrimination process to 
identify the layer containing the license plate characters. An indexed image I may be 
regarded as a multi-valued image where the pixel values u ∈ U = {0,1, …, U-1}. U is 
an integer greater than one (a special case is U = 2 for binary images). For a particular 
foreground or element image we denote the pixels with value u0 ∈ U as object pixels, and 
all pixels with value u ∈ U and u ≠ u0 as non-object pixels. Thus, a multi-valued or U-
valued image can be decomposed into a set of U element images I = {Ii}, where 
 
U
1
0
−
=
=
U
i
i I I ,   I
j i
j i
≠
= I I ∅    (3.19) 
 
This concept is better illustrated through an example. Figure 3.50(a) shows the six-color 
K-L L*a*b* quantization of the Maine plate first introduced in Fig. 3.43. This is a multi-
valued image consisting of U = 6 different pixel values. The six element images, Figure 
3.50(b-g), are displayed by setting the object pixels, u = ui, as foreground (white), and all 
non-object pixels, u ≠ ui, as background (black).  
 
In order to complete the segmentation process we need to identify the element image that 
contains the character pixels. First, the element image with the highest foreground pixel 
count is discarded, Fig. 3.53(c), as this means it contains the background pixels. The  
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remaining element images are analyzed using the periodogram horizontal profile 
described in section 2.5. The profile results are depicted in Fig. 3.54. The area under the 
profile is computed, normalized by the foreground pixel count, and stored as an energy 
coefficient. The element image corresponding to the highest energy coefficient is the 
element image with the highest probability of containing the characters, which in this 
case is Fig. 3.54(b). This image is selected and run through connected component 
analysis. Finally, the height/width ratio and size of the connected components is used to 
discard possible objects in this element image that are not characters. This concludes the 
successful segmentation of the license plate characters, which can now be used as input 
for an OCR module. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
 
(e) 
 
(f) 
 
(g) 
Fig. 3.53. (a) Six-color K-L L*a*b* quantized sample plate, and (b-g) its six element images. 
 
 
(a)  (b)  (c) 
 
(d)  (e) 
Fig. 3.54. The element images from Figure 3.50, except the one with the maximum pixel count. The 
horizontal periodogram profile is shown in red. 
 
 
3.4.7  Character Recognition Experiments 
 
The extracted characters of Virginia license plates after connected component analysis 
were tested for classification with two primitive character recognition algorithms. First, a  
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three-layer feed-forward neural network architecture (see Section 2.2) was designed to 
take the binary pixel vector representing each character as input. The neural network was 
trained via backpropagation with character alphabets built from the synthetic license plate 
images provided by [VADMV, 2004]. Different combinations for number of hidden 
neurons, learning rates, and momentum constants were tried in search for the fastest and 
most reliable mean square error convergence. We then proceeded to test the extracted 
characters from real license plate images, by first padding them in order to preserve equal 
vector lengths. The character recognition for this method ranged from 87 to 91% 
accuracy.  
 
A second OCR strategy was formulated inspired by the Turkland and Pentland’s (1991b) 
eigenface approach (see Section 2.3).  In this approach the feature vector was also built 
from the pixel values for each character. The eigenvectors that best account for the 
distribution of characters within the character space are found via principal component 
analysis. The training characters were once again obtained from computer generated 
license plate images from the Virginia DMV website. They were projected into the 
subspace defined by the eigenvectors previously computed to form the set of classes. The 
class that minimizes the Euclidean distance between projected test characters and itself, is 
chosen for classification. Slightly better recognition rates were achieved via this method, 
approximately between 89 and 93% accuracy.  
 
Most errors in classification for both character recognition methods tested were found to 
arise from a difficulty in distinguishing the number ‘0’ from the letter ‘O’. Other 
problematic character pairs identified were ‘P’ and ‘R’, ‘A and 4’, ‘Q and O’, and ‘8’ and 
‘B’, however these errors occurred with lower frequency. Even with these simple OCR 
modules, higher accuracy may be achieved by integrating a syntactic analyzer with the 
rules of plate number generation. For example, standard license plate numbers have 
designated positions for digits as well as for letters. In some states, the number ‘0’ is not 
allowed in vanity plates in between letters, so as not to confuse it with the letter ‘O’, and 
so on.  
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It is expected that more robust OCR technologies will perform better and available 
commercial products should be more than sufficient to accurately recognize the 
characters after successful segmentation. Some of these methods may require further 
post-processing steps (e.g., character thinning) in order to achieve font independent 
recognition. The literature on OCR research is extensive, and the reader may find a good 
historical survey in [Mori et al., 1992] and [Trier, et al., 1996]. 
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Chapter 4 Conclusions 
 
 
4.1 Conclusions 
 
The image segmentation problem in license plate recognition has been examined in two 
stages: license plate detection and extraction from the scene followed by the separation of 
the characters from the previously extracted license plate region background. Chapter 2 
presented three different approaches for license plate detection in an image, and extensive 
experiments have been devised to test them. First we considered the Eigenspace 
approach, where the license plate region is considered as the feature vector, projected into 
the license plate space of the training set, and the test image regions are classified by their 
distance to this space. Second, an edge-based plate detection method was presented, 
which locates the license plate region by finding the license plate borders with the help of 
the Hough transform. Third, and finally, the spectral analysis method achieves 
localization of the license plate region by detecting the license plate text via analysis of 
the row-wise and column-wise averaging within an empirical frequency range in their 
power spectra. Special attention has been given to the trade-off between accuracy and 
computation times, because a crucial requirement of LPR systems is the quick delivery of 
results. Of the three different techniques exhibited, the spectral analysis approach was 
identified as the best alternative due to its high accuracy and fast execution. As this 
method works by detecting the periodicities in license plate characters, it should be 
possible to adapt the algorithm for fast detection of text in images for other applications.  
 
Once the license plate region has been identified and extracted, Chapter 3 introduces two 
methodologies for separating the license plate characters from the plate’s background. 
This segmentation of characters proves to be a difficult problem in the case of special US 
license plates with colorful and complex backgrounds. Character (or text), segmentation 
in such cases may not be achieved by regular luminance-based techniques because 
sometimes background elements merge and overlap with the characters in the luminance 
band. Chapter 3 introduced measurement guided spatial clustering as a color image 
segmentation technique for extracting the license plate characters from multi-colored  
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complex backgrounds. The two approaches explored include hierarchical agglomerative 
clustering and minimum-variance quantization, applied to the RGB, the HSV/HSI and 
1976 CIE L*a*b* color spaces. The hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm pairs 
up points in measurement space iteratively to form a tree structure of clusters, based on 
two similarity coefficients: the inter-object and the inter-cluster distance measures. 
Minimum variance quantization is a partitioning clustering technique where points in 
measurement space start out as a cluster, which is iteratively split into smaller clusters 
that produce the smallest inner-cluster variances. The experimental evidence suggests 
that the K-L transformed 1976 CIE L*a*b* uniform color space was most effective in the 
discrimination of characters from background elements. The overhead resulting from the 
transformation operations was found to be minimal, even when using a laptop computer 
for processing. While the use of multivariate data clustering techniques in color space 
may be extremely computationally expensive, we have found that color quantization 
delivers a fast approximate result that is accurate enough in most of the images in our 
license plate database. Since the color quantization algorithm delivers a few identified 
clusters, the final discrimination between characters and background is achieved by a 
multi-valued image decomposition post-processing step. Although the techniques 
presented in this work are optimized for license plate recognition tasks, we believe that 
the experiments and analysis contribute in the search for improved solutions in color 
image quantization and color image segmentation problems.  
 
 
4.2 Summary of the Algorithm 
 
Based upon the experimental findings, this section outlines the final algorithm chosen for 
the reliable detection and segmentation of license plate characters for License Plate 
Recognition.  The spectral analysis approach is used for the detection of the license plate 
region in a scene. The RGB pixels from this region only are converted to the Karhunen-
Loéve transformed L*a*b* color space. Minimum variance quantization is used to 
segment the license plate characters from the colored decorative backgrounds.  
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License plate detection 
The original 800x600 pixel resolution images of the rear of a vehicle go through a 
smoothing process via a convolution with a Gaussian filter, and 2D down-sampling by 
two, in order to reduce the image dimensions by a factor of two. The process is repeated 
to yield a final image with dimensions 200x150. The color image is converted to gray-
scale by computing the intensity component via the averaging of the red, green and blue 
intensities. The spectral analysis approach presented in Section 2.3 is used to find rows 
that intersect the license plate in the image. The method approximates the power spectra 
of each row by computing its corresponding periodogram. Then the frequency bins in the 
interval that matches the spacing of typical license plate characters are averaged to yield a 
horizontal profile that peaks at the row locations in the image that cross the license plate. 
A threshold is determined automatically, and the range of rows with profile values above 
it is extracted. A column-wise periodogram is computed and averaged in the same 
fashion to detect the columns within the horizontal band that belong to the license plate 
character region. The resulting box is padded to produce the coordinates that depict the 
rectangular area constituting the extracted license plate. These coordinates are used to 
extract the color information from the original color scene image.  
 
Character Segmentation 
The RGB license plate region obtained from the previous steps is converted into 1931 
CIE XYZ color space via a linear transformation, and then into the 1976 CIE L*a*b* 
uniform color space via a non-linear transformation as described in Section 3.2.3. 
Minimum-variance quantization, as described in Section 3.3.2, is performed in the K-L 
transformed values of the L*a*b* space. The result of this procedure is an indexed image 
with four colors, which were empirically found to be sufficient for character 
discrimination in most cases. The resulting indexed image is viewed as a multi-valued 
image that may be decomposed into four element or foreground images, as described in 
Section 3.4.5. A horizontal periodogram profile is computed for all element images to 
determine which foreground image contains the license plate characters. The selected 
foreground image may be directly used as input for an OCR module, or further  
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processing may be desired, such as connected component analysis and thinning 
methodologies.  
 
4.3 Suggestions for Future Research 
 
One of the first recommendations for future work is the acquisition of a larger and more 
varied database of US license plates. If enough samples are acquired a neural network-
based approach may be tested for license plate detection. However, it is important to keep 
in mind that the goal is to preserve recognition rates independent of plate style or variety, 
since new designs emerge continuously. While the spectral analysis approach was found 
to be the best alternative for license plate character detection, other approaches successful 
in locating text in images may be tried, like the Gaussian derivative filter technique for 
texture segmentation in [Wu & Riseman, 1997]. The Hough transform technique could 
also be improved by introducing other post-processing heuristics, besides the 2:1 typical 
width/height ratio of US license plates. For a particular system, the consideration of a 
priori knowledge would provide valuable insight on the probabilities for a plate location, 
which may reduce computation times and increase accuracy for detection. It would also 
be natural to consider the case of video sequences as input, instead of still images. 
Motion clues may simplify the process of license plate detection, as suggested in [Kim, et 
al., 2000]. For the character segmentation problem, several known techniques for color 
image segmentation may be applied, such as univariate histogram thresholding and color 
edge detection. Automated feature discovery could be achieved using Kohonen networks 
(self-organizing feature maps) and other pattern recognition techniques other than 
clustering may be explored. Regarding three-dimensional color spaces for clustering, a 
principal component analysis technique could be used to reduce the dimensionality of the 
problem allowing it to be solved with linear discriminants or other two-dimensional 
statistical pattern recognition techniques. 
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